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This book 's organized in sections Begin eachsector by reading the obyectaves 
and learning material. :f you are already familiat with the subject matter, skip to 
the practice exerceses. If the material is new to you, be sure io read 4 | the text 
carefully before doing the exercises. If you are using this workbook for 
recertification, answer the questions at the end of each section. 

Before progressing to anathe: section you should understand the correct answers 
to each of the practice items, The feedback gives the correct response to each 
itor 
'+\ eRe 

Ail the acronyms and abbreviations used in this workboox are defined when first 
used and listed in Appendix A. 

This workbook 5 provided for your use. You may take notes or write comments 
SMAsss Ara asta laLba 
oy Hc yw Ac. 
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Objectives 

At the end of this section, the student will be able to do the following. 

® Stale the two control systems that the entry digital autopilat (DAP) commands 

® Stale the two ways entry DAP is provided with commana rates 

# State the input date necessary far the determination of control requirements 

General Introduction 

The entry or aerojet DAP, hereafter referred to as the entry DAP, commands the 
aerodynamuc control surfaces and the reaction control system (RCS) jets to provide 
vehicle trim, coordinated flight maneuvers, energy modulation, and steering on 

the runwsy The entry DAP is a rate command system, with the command rate 

provided by either the pilot through control stick steering (CSS) or by automatic 
guidance. The commanded raté is then compared to the actual rate [rate 

feedback), resulting in a rate error that is multiplied by the appropriate gains to 

produce RCS jet and/or aerodynamic surface commands. Figure 1-1 shows a very 

basic schematic of the entry DAP, Regardless of how complicated succeeding 
schematics become, they functionally reduce to the schematic shown by figure 1-1 

The shuttle entry DAP has some features that aid it in doing its unique flying. Turn 
coordination is provided so that hank maneuvers are coordinated automatically 

from entry to touchdown without rudder pedal inputs being required. Alpha 

modulation {angle of attack modulation) during bank maneuvers keeps the actual 

drag acceleration (DRAG ACTUAL) from diverging from the reference drag (DRAG 

REF} when roiling through the wings ievei attitude. The entry DAP drives the aero- 
dynamic cantrol surfaces to trim the vehicle during flight. The body flap 5 driven 
by the entry DAP to trim the vehicle in pitch. This offloads the trim provided by the 

elevons, allowing elevons to be used for vehicle cantro!. The speedbrake (SPBK) 15 

used as a pitch trim device at Mach numbers above 0.95 and provides energy 
modulation at Mach numbers below 0.95. 
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Cammanc control surfaces and RCS jets for trim and coordinated 

bank maneuvers, energy madulation, and steering on the runway 
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The rotational hand contraller (RHC) rate trim (p teh and ral! “cootie hat”) ane the 

panel trim switches (roll, pitch, and yaw) provide manual trimming functions. The 

RHC trim switch can bias the commanded rates by 1.5 degsec tn pitch (up ar down} 
or2.Sdeg/secin roll {left or nght). At present, there 1s no operational use for this 
“coohe hat” an the RHC The roll and pitch panel trim switches command aileror 

and elevator integrated surface positions. The roli panel teim sw:tch can be used 
effectively to manually speed up the trimmrng process nthe roll channel. The yaw 
panel tr'm switch can be used to bias the lateral acceleration (Ny) feedback by as 
much as +0 14. 

Autamatic programmed test inputs (PTIs}, another feature af the entry DAP, are 
direct commands to the control surfaces ar jets (downstream of any gains, biases, 
or filters} that provide perturbations from which aerodynamn coefficients can be 

extracted. These are used to expand the orbiter flight envelope and to reduce 

some variations and uncertainties in the aerodynamic data base. 

A$ with any stability augmented control system, certain data are necessary far 
determination of the contro! requirements. These input data include navigation: 
derived parameters, rate qyto and accelerometer outputs, control surface position 
feedback, Ouidanre commands, ang nast valued of corfareo ang iat ¢cammande 
a ee ‘a= wrS FWA YT FTL OU iN Fe & SPIT EEE Heat eNy 2. 

Figure 1-2 illustrates the required inputs for the entry DAP, as well as the 
destination of the output parameters. 

The cockpit displays for the commander and pilot include entry DAP performance 
information on the attitude directer indicators (ADts), the three camputer-driven 
cathode ray tubes {CRTs}, the RCS jet activity lights, and the surface position 
indicator (SPI). 

On the commander's and the pilot's ADIs, the vehicle rates are displayed an the 
rate pomters as shown in figure 1-2. The rall and yaw rates are in the stability axes, 

while the pitch rate isin the body axis. The ADI rate switch contrals the magnitude 
af the rates displayed The three switch positions provide low, medium, and high 

rates with carresponding values of 1,5, and 10 deg/secin each axis. The yaw error 
needle on each ADI displays the sideslip angle (beta, @) in the low dynamic 
pressure phase (low q), and when q is greater than 20 psf, it displays “scaled A,. 
This xaled Ay isthe lateral acceleration after compensation for surface defiec- 
tions, accelerameter location _ set firings, Mach number, angle of attack, and @. Its 

accuracy ts thus dependent on the modeling accuracy of the aerodynamics and 
sensors. This parameter 1s correlated to the control authority avaiiable from the 
yaw jets. A full-scale deflection of the yaw needle is equivalent to the lateral 

acceleration caused by a sideslip angle that would be balanced by the torque due 
a4— % © ..e.es in 
LO 2. 5 yar jets. 
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=*.5 deqg‘sec pitch 
~2.5 deq/sec rol! 

Surface trim: Pitch and roll panel trim switches command elevator and ailéran 
surface integrated pasitions. 

+7°8s -33° lo 
+H b, +18" Se 

Yaw panei trim switch biases Ny feedback, +0.1g limut 
Panel trim switches maximum trim rate commands: 

(Pitch) Se: 2deg/sec 
(Roll) 3: 0.5 deg/sec 

* Turn coordination ts provided in auto and CSS through entry to flatturn/rollout 
{no rudder pedal commands normally). 

© Furn compensation; i.e., pitch rate commanded in bank maneuvers, provided in 
terminal area energy management (T&EM) and approach and landing (A‘L) 
phases. 

* Automatic surface trim commands are fram forward loop trim integrators. 

¢ Body flap drives to trim vehicle such that elevons and SPBK may follow 
programmed schedules. 

e Above Mach 0.95, SPBKs are used as a trim device tather than for energy 
modulation. 

® Surface and jet automatic PTls are for aero coefficient data reduction. 
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1. What two control systems does the entry DAP command? 

2. What are the two ways entry DAP ts provided with command rates? 

What ingut data are necessary tor the determmation of contrai requir La
l 
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Entry DAP commands the 

a. Aeradynamic control surface system 

b. Reaction contral system 

Eniry BAP is provided with command rates 

a. Bythe pidot through CCS 

b. By automatic guidance 

Inmiit dats necliida 
seer NO ee ee ee 

¢ WNavigation derived parameters 

a Rate gyro and accelerometer outputs 

s Control surface position feedback 

¢ Guidance commands 

® Past values of surface and jet commands 
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Section 2: Pitch Axis 

Objectives 

At the end of this section, the student will be able to list the three separate 
aerodynami< control surfaces that control the pitch attitude of the shuttle. 

Pitch Axis 

Figute 2-1 is an overview of the majar entry DAP events in the pitch channel fram 
maior mode {MM} 304 at entry interface (El) minus 5 minutes through touchdown 
and rollout. These events are described in greater detail in subsequent sections. 

Three separate aerodynamic control surfaces, as well as the pitch RCS jets, are 

active in controlling the pitch attitude of the vehicle. The surfaces are the elevons, 
the body flap, and the $PBK. The body flap and SPBK, which are involved with 

pitch trimming, are described first. 
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Questions 

1. What three separate aerodynamic control surfaces control the pitch attitude 
of the shuttle? 
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Three control surfaces that controi pitch attitude are 

@ Elevators 

e Body flap 

e SPEK 
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Objectives 

At the end of this section, the student will be able to do the foliowrng. 

e Describe the primary purpose for the body flap 

e Describe haw the crew can manually position the body flap 

Body Flap 

The body flap, as previousty stated, 1s a prtch trim device that is used to keep the 
Clovan<c neasr arnt a mrenastarminad<eshadinila Whatherthe slavanc ara bant i:ict 
SPR PPS ETRE LPR AST EE PAU LRTI FLIIGMIS, SPEPU AIP! GIT CIC eis GIG REgE | USL 

near or on the predetermined schedule depends on whether the crew has the 
AUTO or FIXED elevon schedule selected and, for the AUTO schedule, the position 

of the body flap. The AUTO elevon schedule and body flap combination is 
designed to keep the elevons positioned where they can be the most effective 
without exposing the hody flap or elevons to excessive heating or high hinge 
moments, Figure 3-1 shows that the elevon trim command is fed into the body flap 
channel, where it ss differenced with the body flap position and the elevon 

schedule. The body flap moves so a5 to drive the elavon trim command toward the 
elevan schedule. The change in Ol-20 adds the body flap position feedback to the 
body flap channel. This means that as the body flap moves toward the full up or 
down position, a Mach and position-aependent t bias &§ added to the elevon trim to 

bias the elevon position. This causes the elevon position to shift up to 6° up ar 

down, preventing the body flap from saturating for extreme off-nominal center of 

gravity {¢.g.), This ability to handle the full ¢.g. range without body flap saturation 
is the primary advantage of the AUTO schedule. The difference between body 

flap, elevon position, and elevon schedule is compared to adeadband. The 
deadband determines if the error is greater than 1°. Ifthe error is greater than 1°, 
the signal is conditioned by a gain function, fed through an integrator, and then 
differenced with the body flap position. This difference goes into the body flap 
hysteresis logp to determine if the body flap is within 1° of the required positian. If 
it exceeds the t*’ dead band, a command ts sent to the priority rate limiting (PRL) to 

drive the body fiap up or down until the eievon trim icop is satisfied. 

The FIXED elevon schedule/body flap is similar to the AUTO elevan/bady flap 
except the body flap pasition is not added ta the elevon trim and elevon schedule, 

The body flap moves as described above to keep the elevons on schedule, even if 

the body flap must drive full up or down, and the elevon position is not biased to 
prevent body flap saturation. This 1s the primary disadvantage of the FIXED 

schedule: it can handle only approximately one-third of the total¢.g range 

TDMA 3-1



without body flap saturation. This could result m high hinge moments ar thermal 

problems for the body flap For flrghts without forward ¢.g. PTls, we use the FIXED 
eleyon schedule, which places the elevons in their furthest down position. We 
Wwou il alts ceo this colacthion during no-yaw-jet operations. 

An example: of an elevon schedule, along with the body flap schematic, is Shown in 

figuré 3-1. The elevon schedule rs a function of Mach. The AUTO eievon schedule 
i$ automatically selected upon transition to OPS 3, whether the transition is from 
OPS i or OPS 2. The FIXED schedule must be manually selected in ali cases. A third 
elevon schedule, the gliding return to launch site (GRTLS) schedute, 1s automati- 
cally selected upon return to launch site (RTLS) abort select. No crew input is 
required or allawed. The GRTLS5 elevon schedule is presently cantiqured to be 
essentially the same as the 4UTO sequence. 

The créesw Can also operate the body flape manuay. By pusning the body flap pus h- 

button indicator (PBI), the crew can select the manual body flap switch (spring 

loaded to off}. This allows the crew the optign of taking control of the body flap 
and manuaily positioning the elevons where desired. If the body fiap is manually 
moved up(down), the elevons are commanded down{up} to maintain control and 
trem Body flap rate during manual operations is faster than the rate during AUTO 

operations, Manual body flap is used during contingency aborts where control/ 
trim requirements build up tao fast far the AUTO system to keep up and for some 
off-nominal aerodynamics cases where the body flan is raised to lawer the elevons, 

increasing eleven effectiveness. 

The integrator isop in the bady flap channel holds the body fiap pasition, Without 

this loop, when the body flap command is removed, the body flap wauld sense a 
zero-position command, driving the bady flap to zéro or to within the hysteresis 
deadbands. 
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Figure 3-1.— The body fiap channel. 
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1. Whatis the purpose of the body fiap? 

2. Howcan the crew manually position the body flap? 
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The body flap isa pitch trim device. The FIXED elevon schedule is used to keep 
the eievans on a predetermined schedule The AUTO elevon schedule is 

selected ta place the elevons where they are most effect ve without exposing 
the body flap or elevons to excessive heating or high hinge moments. 

2. Sy pushing the body flap PBL the crew can select manual body flap and then 

drive the body flap with the manual body tiap switch (spring ioaded ta OFF) 
“MAN” iHuminates on both PBs, 
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Objectives 

At the end of thissection, the stugent will be abse to da the following 

# List the two purnases of the SPBK 

# Describe the use of the SPBK in the 3000 feet of descent before touchdown 

Speedbrake 

The SP8K is used to aid in trimming the vehicle in pitch at Mach numbers above 
0.95 and is used to modulate energy below that Mach number. Some of the aera- 
dynamic characteristics of the SPBX are shown in figure 4-1. The figure shows the 
pitching moment contribution for various SPBK angles and Mach numbers, and the 
lift to drag fly /D} contrbertion 4nr¢4ha tama n4ramsataer Thara 4 ats chia th a4 

eer Ws ket RPP PRT RPCPP RPI. PEED SE MOA Be VN LiiGk 

while there i is a chance i in pitching Moment with $PBK angle starting with Mach 
numbers as high as 8.0, there is little change in L/D until the Mach number is 
SUDSONIC. 

The SPBK, like the FIXED function of the elevons, has a programmed schedule for 
entry. An example of this schedule is Shown in figure 4-1. The schedule shows the 
SPBK closed until Mach 10, at which point its commanded to an open position 
{81 percent in this example). During ascent and the first part of entry, the closed 

command os -9° to ensure a tightly closed candition, preventing any heat damage. 

At Marh 23 the SPR se rl 
wees, FTA ~FF 

the Mach number reache 
energy. 

AHtn &e wa AY we 

95: the SPBK is then 9. 

A simple schematic of the SPBK channel is shown in figure 4-1. In the automatic 
mode, the SP8K command is driven by the SPB schedule at Mach numbers beyond 
0.95 and by guidance below 0,95, FromM=0.95 until 3000 feet above graund 
level (AGL), guidance uses the SPBK to contrai g; if above the reference q, the 
SPBK extends; if below the reference @, the SPBK retracts. In the 3000 feet before 

touchdown, guidance will adjust the SPBK twice, once at 3000 feet AGL and again 
at 500 feet AGL to ensure that the shuttle reaches the desired touchdown point at 
tha decirad airenaasn At 2000 feat AGL guidance gs¢ne uealAarity erenr f4fram a 
Lie WSS Ces Sl ope, Oe ee ps wre WF Tet Cees Lisa oe 

reference velocity}, vehicle weight, wind, density altitude, runway option (nominal 
versus short fretd), and armpoint selection (nominal versus close-in} to adjust the 
SPBK. At S00 feet AGL, guidance uses wind and density altitude for $PBK adj ust- 
ment. These commands are summed with a limit bias to prevent cantact with the 
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hard stops and go through a SPBK i|mit logic out to the pricrity rate limiting. The 
Manual operation of the SPEK is essentially the same, with the command coming 
from the crew via the $PBK controller. 
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Questions 

1. Whatare the two purposes of the speedbrake? 

2. How does the speedbrake function in the 3000 feet of descent before 

touchdown? 
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1. The speedbrake is used to aid in 

a Trimming the vehicle in pitch at Mach numbers above 0.95. 

b. Modulating energy below Mach 0.95, 

in the 3000 Teet before touchdown, guidance will adjust the speecorake twice, 
once at 3000 feet AGL and again at 500 feet AGL, to ensure that the shuttle 

reaches the desired touchdawn point at the desired airspeed. 
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) 
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Section 5: Elevators 

Objectives 

Atthe end of this section, the studert will be able to do the following. 

a State when the pitch jets are deactivated 

@ State when the elevators are active for control 

a Describe turn compensation 

« Deseribe load relief bias 

Elevators* 

The pitch axis cantral is provided by the elevators (aerodynamically) and the pitch 
RCS jets (tow q). The control system is a proportional-plus-integral rate cammand 
system (fig. 5-1). This means that the elevator surface command #5 proportional 
(through the gain shown) to the RHC commanded rate. This elevator command 's 

summed with the output of an elevator trim integrator in the forward loop, 
resulting in an elevator command to the priority rate limiting software. 

The forward loop trim integrator accrues an incremental elevator deflection far 
pitch trim and prevents a standoff rate error. Jn other words, as the commanded 

rate is being satisfied (command equals feedback), the rate error would go ta zero 
at the summation paint, and withaut the trim integrator to hold the elevator at the 
last commanded position, the desired commanded rate could not be sustained. 

Figures 5-2 through 5-6 show Suildup of the flight cantral system {FCS) pitch 
channel of the entry DAP_ These figures are slightly more detailed, but are stillina 

simplified form far ease of understanding and logical step-by-step additions of the 

various functions of the pitch channel. A complete schematic of the pitch channel, 
as well as those of the SPBK and the BF, is contained in the Functional Subsystem 
Software Requirements. 

“Elevons are the actual aerosurfaces. Elevators refer to the use of the 

eleyons symmetrically for pitch control; ailerons refer to the use of the elevans 

asymmetrically for roll control, 
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“Proportional plus integral” tate cammand system 
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integrator holds the §, trim command in the forward loop when RHC Gcrap = feedback 
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surface would try to return to the null position. Yau would never sustain the desired 
commanded rate.) TOIG1E "0G 6 4 

Figure 5-1.- Pitch axis. 

Figure 5-2 shows the CSS command path in the pitch channe!, The CSS cammands 
are input through the RHC, From there the input, which is commanded rate (aema), 
takes two paths. Path 1 goes through various filters into the pitch RCS set hysteresis 
logic, which determines whether or not the criteria for a jet command has been 
met. Assuming 2 jet cammand is issued, it goes out to the jet select logic (JSL) to fire 

the pitch jets. The q greater than 40 pounds per square foot {psf} switch is opened 
when the dynamic pressure becomes greater than 40, negating further use of the 
pitch pets during entry. 

Path 2 of the commanded pitch rate goes through a lead (or lag) filter and @ fourth- 

order bady bending filter. It is multiplied by a gain that conversa pitch rate error 
into an elevater command. This cammand is compared to surface position |mits 

and sent to priority rate limiting, where the surface commands are issued. Tnis 
elevator path is actiwated when the q becomes greater than 2 psf. 
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Figure 5-2.-FCS pitch channel buildup - CSS commands.



A turn compensation term becomes active at the beginning of the terminal area 
energy management (TAEM) phase and is used until touchdown. Turn compensa- 
tion, which is calculated using measured parameters, is the amount of pitch rate 
needed to keep the nose af the vehicle Up during a turn. A more complete under- 

sanding can be obtained from figure 5-3. Figure 5-3 shows a free body diagram of 
the arbiter in a steady state turn. Tne basic equation for a steacy state turn I$ 

~~. 27% 1 we WE ob ¢1} 

The body rates for the turn are 

p= -yaing = — £229 fing) (2) 
¥ eso 

q=ypsng (3) 

g sng 
= — i 4 r= wpoou?msd V wed mosh cosh (4) 

Consider a free body diagram of an aircraft 
in a level turn as seen from the rear. 

    
e Wiel" ITI 4d 

Figure 5-3.—FCS pitch channe! buildup ~ Nose-up turh compensation. 
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Substituting for yw in equations 3 and 4 yields 

=p (S) 
% cos & 

lf we assume that this sto be for a basically level turn, then 8 is approximately zero 
and cos & goesto 1 Oresulting in 

gq = rtand (6) 

This pitch rate contributren is snown in the lower left corner of figure 5-4, and can 
be observed on tke ADI pitch rate pointer during turns in TAEM if no CSS pitch 

commands are inout during the bank maneuver. 

The body yewing rate, r, which is taken to be the steady state rate, is found by 
substituting for y from equation 1 

  r= Ze eos? cs @ {7} 
¥ cos > 

resulting in 

re £ sin > cos8 (B) ' 

The values of the yawing rate are calculated in the yaw channel of the entry DAP 

and used in all three axes from El through touchdown, 

Figure 5-4 shows the addition of rate feedback and trim loops. The booy pitch rate, 

q. isthe leedback value with which the RHC or automatic commanded pitch rate, 
Geng. 6 differenced to give pitch rate error, Gey. The pitch rate error, while going 

on to command the elevators and the pitch jets, also goes into the pitch trim inte- 
grator loop forlow g trim(q < 20 psf}. The pitch trim integrator becomes active at 
a G of 0.5 psf. The elevators then begin to respond to the pitch jet firings. Ata q 
of 2 psf, when the elevators hecome active for control, the trim integrator also 

receives the preliminary elevator command. The trim integrator no longer receives 

pitch jet firing commands after q passes 8.0 psf and is Switched out in favor of 

elevator position feedback trim at q equal to 20 psf. 

Atthe point where the trim integration of gerr ceases, the elevator position feed- 
back takes over forte:m. The elevator positian feedback holds the last value of 
elevator angie (fe) as the trim value. This technique, as opposed to integrating a 
Antinuing rate error wacdaesinned hecause of concern about ihe possibility of 
COnTNWAg PEPUD GPP, FO es I SE WOE ES eee -— wer ee 

surtace actuator stall. Should the actuator stall, the rate trim integrator would 

continue calculating an increasing elevator trim position, but the elevator would 
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Figure §-4,- FCS pitch channel buildup - Rate feedback and trim, 

 



not Sé MOVING to that new trim position. if a sizable difference Gevelops, and the 

actuator then becomes unstalled, the elevator would be driven ta the trim position 
immediately, possibly ove*shooting the command and caus ng a larce pitching 

moment transient. 4rn increment to account for the pitching moment of the SPBK is 
added 16 the elevator feedback position and is aiso shawn in f gure 5-4 

a
 

Figure 5-5 shows the addition of the pitch panel trem switch, the R4C rate trem 
switch, the normal acceleration (Nz) command, and the PTi modifications. The pitch 
pane! trim switch feeds directly into the elevator trimlooas When thes switch is 

activated, the elevators are driven to a new position. tn actua’ Practice, the results 
of using the pitch panel trim switcn | vary with control system configuration There 

ate four possible configurations, whith are combinatrons of pitch and BF controlin 

either automatic control mode {AUTO) ar CSS, In pitch control in automatic mode 
(AUTO P}, activation of the pitch panel trim switch to pitch up will initially move the 
flevators up, generating a nase up pitchrate. The pitch rate causes a pitch attitude 

error to develop. When the trim switch is released, therehy removing the pitch up 
command, the control system will automatically begin to remove any pitch attitude 
error and return the vehicle to its original attitude. The BF, if in AUTO, will deflect 
in such a way as to attempt to drive the elevators back onto schedule when the &F 
control logic senses it 1s Outside its prescribed deadband. In the manual pasition, 

"reir Tr Twer ww Tr Pt werwe Tr VS Sh ww er eee 

there would be no BF movement. After the control system had returned the vehicle 
to its orginal attitude, the elevators and BF would be at or very near the 
preMancuver Gefiections. The same pitch panel trim input while the venicie 6 in 

pitch control in control stick steering mode (CSS P) creates a slightly different result, 
The same pitch rate and attitude error will develop, but once the input is ended, 

the DAP will anly damp out its rate, /eaving its vehicle at some new pitch attitude. 
Again, the BF function is determined by whether it is in AUTO or manual and the 
elevator position required to damp the rate and hold the new pitch attitude is also 

affected by the BF mode. The auto BF willbe worked by the entry DAP to keep the 

elevator on its schedule. In the manual made, any BF movement is restricted to 
crew action, Historically, the switch had a procedural Lise during the approach and 

"Tv, wwer oa a es we & Se ee st Wwe 

landing test phase of the shuttle program when a manual direct mode was 
available in the entry DAP, while currently there is no planned operational use of 
the pitch pana! atiitl switch. 

Similarly, the RHC sate trim switch ("coolie hat”) isa functional switch that has no 
planned operational use. The trim switch biases the rate signal coming from the 

RHC with a constant rete. The bias limit is + 1.$deg/sec. If control is in C$$, once the 
rate bias 6 commanded, it wil remain there until it is removed by activating the 
switch again. Going from CSS to the automatic mode reinitializes the integrator af 
the rate trim switch and :mmediately removes any rate bias that has been 
commanded 
SPS Tre Pe Fe ee 
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Figure 5-5.-FCS$ pitch channel buildup — Panel trim, £0 CMDs, and PTis. 

 



There 5 2a situation where the pitch rate trim swetch might be used. An example of 
this would be a cambinatran of fadlures such that a rate bias exists in the tate gyro 

assemblies (RGAs) signal in the pitch axis only. This rate error goes into the entry 

DAP as q,,., (see figure 5-5), and ‘fdifferenced with a null input, it then becomes a 

command to the elevators. Following the command to the surface, a real rate 
begins to build up. If the vehicle ss being flown in AUTO P, a difference between 

alpha and alpha command (or Ny and Nz command) will result in corrective actian 
to bring the vehicle back to the commanded attitude with a zero sate. When this is 
satisfied tho toe ho mnalor nnec tm re birt tho focntharl rata ic ct. 
Sol 1ziitaMa, ‘ic fate void COnmiiartuew GVEs (wv ic 'u, WML AIF 1CCUSYOLAN FUR UI? Tet 

biased and the process starts all over, Asa consequence of this inability of the auto 

system to adequately control a pitch rate bias, the vehicle would have to be flown 
mncssP. The pilot could compensate for the bias either by holding a constant rate 
with the RHC or by using the rate trim switch to cancel the rate. Once the decision 
ismmade to Use the rate trim switch, it must be remembered that going back into 
AUTO P erases the corrective rate bias. 

The PT! modification to the pitch channel is also identified in figure 5-5. There ss 
one PTlin the yet command loop and one im the elevator command loop. 4s can be 
seen, these go directly to the jets or the elevators, bype ssiNg any gains or filters. 

Than t& Gone to obtain the correct Contr init for thé iNVvVestig stion di thé aero. 

dynamics or response characteristics of the shuttle. Figure 5-6, which concludes the 
pitch channel schematics, shows the automatic control loop, the low gain option, 

the GRTLS or alternate entry gain changes, the load relief bias, and the automatic 

slapdown commands, 

The automatic commands are divided into two distinct parts. For early entry. the 
auto commands are based on angle of attack (alpha command). The alpha com- 
mand comes from guidance, is differenced with the angle of attack feedback, and 
(after going through filters and gains) qoes to the pitch jet loop and the elevator 
loop. The unfiltered, ungained difference is also sent to the pitch errar needie of 
tne ADI. 

The auto pitch system changes from alpha command to N, command atthe TAEM 
interface. Here the Nz command is differenced with the feedback to generate the 
proper pitch command, Also, when the pitch control changes from dcmq to Nz. 
the Nz, taken from the pitch channel, conditioned, and sent to the ADI prtch 

error needie, as shown in the figure. 

The ty oe néh node 4 wii ch seauesealaraciasd darnanaina an tha methods oat traiecton 
Tim lt wi LIiWVwwS WI pite Gil KOPP LGts Bie stu, MOEPeiUuiiy Vil MIE TPE Liss VI OT Vives 

control in early entry as compared to the late entry phase. In early entry, the 

longitudinal axis (pitch) is not the primary method of controlling the energy state. 
This is being done by the bank angle while the high angle of attack being flown is 
providing heating protection, It is easy, therefore, to fly a known alpha profile and 
base the pitch cantral on alpha command, 
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Figure 5-6.-FC5 pitch channel bufidup - Auto entry and TAEM guide (MBs.



In the late entry of TAEM phase, the bank angle is peing used for controlling 

direction and rs basically a function of the azimuth to the heading alignment cone 
{HAC). The longitudinal axis is now contraliing the energy state, Thus, the quid- 
ance is controfling the energy state with altitude, allitude tate, q, and the normal 

acceleration. If the vehicle s near Nominal energy, the Nz command is primarily a 

function of getting to the proper altitude versus range orofile. Thrs is limited by 
high and low energy protection The command for the altitude correction is then 
compared to tke q baundaries to ensure that it willkeep G within limits. Finally, 

the command delta is Itmited 10 0.5g. This Nz command then goes to the FCS. The 
low gain option, 8 function of the entry mode switch, provides a gain reduction in 
ail three axes should the need arise. In the low gain position, the gains to the 

control surfaces are halved ta protect against a high frequency oscrilation on the 

surfaces. 

Another peth to be taken in the event of a GRTLS abort or selection of the FIXED 
elevon schedule 1s also shown, This GRTLS schedule is automatically selected during 
a faunch abort {MM 601), and the FIXED schedule is selected when going fram OPS 
1 to OPS 3, as during a transaceanic abort landing (TAL), or can be selected 
manually on SPEC 51, OVERRIDE. The AUTO elevon schedule and nominal body 
bending filter are automatically selected during a nominal entry, The AUTO and 
FIXED elevon schedules can be selected by item numbers 17 and 18, respectively. 
The nomrnal and alternate (or payload) body bending filters can be similarly 
selected by items 20 and 21. The payload filters would be for heavier than normal 
payloads, or the payload mounting may exhibit structural damping characteristics 
for which the nominal body tending filters were not designed. In the backup flight 
system {BFS) the same schedule and filter selection can be done on SPEC 51, 
OVERRIDE, with the same item numbers. Procedures specify that selection in the 
primary avionics software system (PASS) should be fallowed by the same selection 
of elevor: or filter in the BFS. 

The load relief bias assists in offloading the main landing gear during rollout, It is 
designed $0 that in ALTO the elevators are driven down, which reduces the load on 

teh eee beter nnd ane 1 Slam a FCtt shen MAD ass lt manda 4~ ALITO Aasa tho laaead 
the jijdifi ties g@riy Yea. a] Pru w¥il in ee Pe el ¥¥ilF Tia be Pe I SEES FITS lero 

relief flag is set {the flag is set after an J-loaded delay since the rollout discrete has 

been set). The elevator position will be based on a schedule which is a function of 
ground speed. Shauid the crew need to intervene in pitch, the pitch control can 
quickly and effectively be taken by moving the RHC 12° out of detent or by mading 

to CSS. This logic works in the BFS also. 

The fast iter shown on the pitch channel is the slapdown pitch rate command. At 
main gear touchdown, pitch rate commands for lowering the nosewheel are 
generated as a function of vehicle weight and are sent to the AD! flight director. 
The commands are converted into elevator commands when the vehicle is being 

flown in pitch AUTO. 
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Questions 

1 When are pitch sets deactivated? 

2. When are elevators active far control? 

3. Deseribe turn compensation. 

4. Describe load relief bias. 
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Pitcr sets are deactivated when q is greater than 40 psf. 

Elevators are active for contro: when q becomes greater than 2 psf, 

Turn compensation 15 the amount of pitch rate needed ta keep the nose af the 
shuttle up during aturtn, 

Load relief bias assists in offloading the main Janding gear during rollout. The 
elevators are driven dawn, reducing the load on main gear and tires, 
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tion 6: Lateral-Directional Control Sect 

Objectives 

Atthe end of this section, the student will be able ta do the following. 

® Describe the stability axis system 

® Describe the Process in which lateral-directional control is maintained by first 
genera wig t then con ntralling sidesliz 

« Describe the differences between the early and late regions of lateral- 
directional contral 

e Describe the significance of gain in roll channel {GALR) 

The roll and yaw channels need to be introduced together since the lateral- 
directional control of the orbiter ts coupled (asin any aircraft) so that motion in 
one axis has an effectin the other axis, and with the shuttle it can at times be 

profound, After firmly establishing this relationship, the schematic of each axis is 
discussed individually. 

At Mach numbers greater than 5.0, the high angle of attack being flown blanks the ee 

vertical tail to such : an extent that the rudder i is virtually useless. This makes the use 

of yaw jets and ailerons necessary to keep sidestip angle v within cantrotlable limit at 

higher Mach numbers. The use of yow jets (yaw axi8) and ailerons roll axis} 

provides lateral-directianal control, with the rudder coming into play much later. 

To assist in understanding the rall/yaw control interaction, the stability axis system 
is intraduced here. The stability axis system is shown in figure 6-1, along with its 

resationship to the body axis system. The stability axes differ from the body axes by 

the displacement of the X- and 2-axes following a rotation about the Y-axis 
through the angle of attack, o. By definition, the sideslip angle, fi, isthe result ofa 

rotation about the stability yaw axis. The sideslin angle is then the angle between 
the stability X-axis and the projection on the body X-Z plane of the velocity vector 

of the orbiter. 

Tb1012a 6-7
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Figure 6-1.- The stability axis system. 
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The rate of change of the sideslip angle is a negative stability yaw rate (fp = -rs) 

The fol owing equat: ons can be determined from figure 6-2. 

fp, = p.cosa + ry sina {9} 

rFo=ryousa = p, sine (10) 

i= p,sina — "cosa (12) 

Lateral-directional contral of the orbiter is maintained by the combined use of yaw 

jets, ailerons, sideslip angle, and rudder (when active} to produce bank maneuvers 
during entry. Although sideslip is mtentionally generated during a maneuver, it 

must be kept within limits to prevent loss of comtrol. The DA? does this by damping 
B to zero, using yaw rate feedback to the ailerons as derived from equation 11. 

p,sina — r.cosa = P= 0 {12} 

p,=¢,coto {13} 

The bank maneuver is initiated by a hank* rate command sent to the yaw channel, 
resulting in a yaw rate command, If we command a pure stability axis bank rate 
(r, #0), then the body rates would he 

P,= Pp, wa (14) 

‘= p ana (15) 

Pima = Py (16) 

If Pang is the commanded bank rate 

Py Pema" (17) 

gS Prmg BPO (18) 

which are the required body roll and yaw rates for the stability roll maneuver. 

*Bank refers to a rotation about the velocity vector, of a stability axis 
rotation. Roll refers to a rotation about the X axis, or a Dody axis rotation. 
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The equation of motion for f as a function of body rofl and yaw 
rates can be determined from the free bady diagram betow. 

fy R= pens + lericoae I ~- 

-f 

  

f= psino —reasa 

TO 1017"mos42 

if we desire to have fp « Owe can set the above equation 
@équal to zero and solve for the desired roti rate 

psina—reosa= U 

rcosad 

=—— =rcoto 
nad 

where ris the effective yaw rate calculated in yaw channel. 
— = oe ee ow Oe oS Ogee ees ees ees ees ees ees es ees es ees ees es es ees ees es ees i i a 

Figure 6-2.—How the orbiter rofis. 

To tie all this information together into a coordinated bank maneuver, the lateral- 
directional control is divided into two regimes, early and late, as was the longitud- 

inal contral. The difference between the two regimes for lateral-directional and 
longitudinal contral is the absence of a sharp dividing point separating the early 
and late lateral control characteristics, as was present in the pitch axis. This can be 

demonstrated by the equation for aileron tam requiredtotrimaYcq offset. 

ayiC C +€,C, ) 
5 trim = BF (19) 

At Mach numbets ahove 3.5, the entry DAP logic assumes that the denominator of 
the trim equation will be positive (Cng, and Cn, are both negative). Bank manéu- 

vers aré initiated in the yaw channel, and the roll axis provides coordination and 

damping. At Mach numbers between 4.0 and 0.9, there is a gradual change from 

yaw channel bank maneuver initiation to rel! channel initiation, with coordination 

TDG 2A, 6-4



coming from the yaw channel. “his happens as the aerodynamics ate changing 
{fng, and Cra become positive), making the denominator of the trim equation 

negative 

How is this accomplished? Figure 6-3 shows how the orbiter does bank maneuvers 
and how this transtron °s mage, in early entry, the orbiter banks about the velocity 
vector. The figute shows that for zero alpha, a stability axis bank ss pure body roll, 
and a1 90° alpha itis a pure body yaw, while for nominal flight alpvas the stability 
bank is a combination of body roll and yaw. The orbiter rolls about the body X-axis 
during the late entry. The roll channel gain, named GALR, isthe mechanism by 
which the transition from early to late entry is made. The GALR gain conditions the 
bank rate command and, by contraotiing the sign of the command, diends tnis 
transition. 

4n example of a bank maneuver during early entry is shown in figures 6-4 and 6-5. 
Figure 6-4 shows a simplified schematic of the roll and yaw channels and actual 
STS-7 flight data for the first bank maneuver. Figure 6-5 5 a depiction of the 
sequence of events during this maneuver. 
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Figure 6-5.- Pilot's view of the orbiter roll.



The fallowrng is an explanation of the sequence of events dumng this maneuver. 

5,6. 

TDIPIZA 

From a steady state condition, 

a left bank maneuver is commanded {AUTO or C$$) The command {Pom a! 
faade imtn *hA rel! teres eh AM Ale er Are ot if tier Ad LATA PR tA APPA e: me 2 ale 
1ocCuUs ithe Vie fell and yavy¥ Cnanireds were it is LUTMEG ING Tals Srrai sities is 

using the relations shown in equations 17 and 18. The yaw error signal (r,__) 
goes to the JSL, and a yaw jet command is issyed that rnitiates the maneuver. 
The roll commana ss multiplied by 1-GALR (which results in -0.1} 1n the roll 
channel; that assists in initiating the maneuver by creating a slight reverse 

aileron command This small reverse aileron ts virtuaily unnoticeable in 
normal operations and willbe subsequently overridden by a proverse aileron 

(le toll, left aileron) command 

Tne body yaw rate created by the jet firing wiil cause the sidesiip to build and 
is fed to the rail channel far turn coordination. It comes from the yaw chan- 

nei corrected for steady state rates (equation 23) and « converted inte 4 Foi 
tate command by equation 13. This is multiplied by GALR {1.1} and summed 
with Pend, giving the normal, overriding left aileron far coardinating the left 
bank command. The combination of roll due to aileron (Cég_ *8_) and roll 
due to sideslip angle (Ce, “B} produces the body roll rate. 

As the stability roll rate becomes established, its feedback term is differenced 
with the other rall rate terms to effectively produce a zero roll rate error 
once the proper body roll and yaw rates have been established. 

When the RHC is released (assuming CSS), the reverse process occurs, 

stopping the bank maneuver at the new desired bank angle. 

Figure 6-5.—Concluded. 
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LJUSSTIOFIS 

1. Describe the stability axis system. 

2. Describe the process of controlling lateral direction when sideslip is generated. 

3. Describe the difference between early and late regions of lateral-direction 

control. 

TOW 124 6-11



1. The stability axes differ from the body axes by the displacement of the X- and 
2-axes following a4 rotation about the Y-axis through the arale of attack, «. 

2. Lateral-directional control of the orbiter is maintaineg by the combined use of 
yaw jets, ailerons, sideslip angle, and the rudder (when it is active} to produce 
bank maneuvers during entry, The sideslip is then damped by yaw rate 
feedback to the ailerons. 

3, AtMach number above 3.5, bank maneuvers are initiated in the yaw channel, 
and the roll channel provides coordination anddamping. At Mach numbers 
hetween 0.9 and 4.0, there is 6 gradual change from yaw channel bank 
maneuver initiation to ralf channel initiation, with coordination coming fram 
the yaw channel. 

4. GALR is the mechanism that makes the transition from early to late entry 
possible, GALR gain conditions the roll rate command and, by controlling the 
sign of the command, blends the transition. 
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Section 7: Laterai-Directional Trim 

Objectives 

At the end af this section, the student will be able to do the foliowing. 

+ Meer rhoe the conditian that murct he caturtind tar tha chk. tela tn be teenie ~~ AFC PUTER 45Po RAPT IASELIAZE EE SPPGPL PSR RPE BORE IG Ss IMT Lt ic Slits kie Le We Lititti Ticu 

® List the lateral-directional control effectors for trim 

*® State when the rudder becames active for trim 

e® State the proper action if aileron trim is greater than 1° with rudder and aileron 
active 

i ateral-Directional Trim 

To be trimmed, the aerodynamic moments about an axis or set of axes Must be 
zero. To assist in understanding lateral-directional trim for the arbiter, roll-yaw 
vector diagrams will be used, The initial diagrams shown in figure 7-1 depict, in 

terms of rolling moment coefficient (Cz) and yawing moment coefficient (Cn), the 
steady state disturbing force vectors and the controlling farce vectors, The disturb- 
ing forces are ac.g. offset along the Y-axis and a bent airframe {rolling and yawing 
mament at zero sideslip}, The task of trimming the orbiter to generate a set of 
reotreald wortarc th atrial! halomeo eho verener af tha sc A atten? 2nd hawt siete 
CSOHUISG! VECLOMs TASl Wii Saale tre VeTION ST ine ¢, sige MEISE TING STIG aifitame. 

The dashed line tn each diagram represents a mirror image of the untrimmed 

moments which the control effectors must balance. 

One diagram is for early entry (Mach number greater than 5) and the other is far 
late entry where the rudder is active. The contral effectors for trim are aileron 
deflection, sideslin angle, yaw jets, and rudder deflection (after Mach equal $), The 
sign convention for the diagrams is as follows: positive C, produces right yaw, 
positive C¢ produces right roll, negative aileron isleft aileron (roll left), negative 

rudder 35 right rudder {nose right), and positive beta is right sideshp angle (nose 
left}, It is very important to remember that each diagram (the direction and 

Awit::ada af aarh veastari ic a fiinctinan ofa noia nf Atarl slawan rnnecrtinn RAar 
mMagniivee Wi Say VELLA ta oe cea i noi ang V5 SERS, CIC WT BPA SEPT, VeEcT 

number, and dynamic pressure. 
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Lateral-directignal tim 

The ability to trim out effects of 
c.g. offsets, bent arframe 
asymmetries 

* Earlyentry at Mach > S 

Ailgron 

- Sideslip angie 
Yaw jets 

@ Late entry atMach < § 

» Aeron 

S-desiip angie 
Yow pets 

® Late entry at Mach < 1.0 

- Aijleron 
PB. od st ee 

- RAUYUUue! 

- Sxdeslip angle 

  

+1°B 

Bent 

airframe    
  

rey   

  

  

  

  

‘ 2 yaw jets \ ¥ J 
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TO Id1)" Se 

/! 4 Yaw [UG 

YS "6 
\ 

‘ 
‘ 

\ 
4 

. \ 
-1°5, 4 
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* Broken line represen mirror image of bent airframe roll and yaw moments that 
must be nuflec. 

Figure 7-3.- Latera!-directonal trim. 
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in figure 7 2, examptes of trim sotutions aré shown for the @ariy entry. When the 

arlerons are not being used or are ineffective due to vanations or elevon trim 

deflection, the trim is left to the RCS yet and s-deslip angle. In the case shawn, the 
orbiter s trimmed with 0.6° of beta and the equivalent of 1.6 jets firing cant n- 

ously. When the ailerons are active, they will be driven to trim the vehicle and tend 
to cause the cessation of jet firings, The crew can speed up the trimming and 
possibly save fuel by manually assisting with the roll panel trim switch. The tech- 

nique Is to watch the indications of yaw jet firing commands on the RCS activity 
fights and to trim away from the lghts. For example, if right yay jet lig hts are 

commanded on, the pilot can trim with the left aileron, in short activations of the 
ro: panel trim swrtch, until the activity lights indicate no or few jet  ferings. One 

— a 2An 

possible, better trim solution is shown that uses .1.8° of aileron and 0.12" of beta. 

One solution: With no aileron trim, the trimming willbe 
accomplished using yaw jets and side slip 

ee ene 

TC yaw jets 

  

  

  

+ .6°B 

-1° ‘ 

~~ + 

+ 1°68 ™ —— 

1.6 yaw jets "Oi 4D S108 

A Better solution: | ear rly Emtey Trim 
Mach >S 

a) x   
  

The SH1efOA vei O@ driven automaticaiiy 
te provide trim and prevent RCS usage   

(Hint: Itcan be accomplished faster manually) 

  

  +1°f -1°84, FS 10>2"D Yb 

Figure ?-2.— Early entry trim Mach > 5. 
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The rudder becomes active at Mach 5 and under nermal circumstances will assume a 
farge portion of the trim function. (n the case shown in figure 7-3, it can be seen 
that the trim solution car. go fram aileron and beta to rudder and beta ortoa 
combination of aileron, rudder, and seta. Normally, the N, feedback in the yaw 
channel will drive the rudder term ta remove sideslip angle, resulting ina trim 
solution of aileron and rudder, Unts| Mach number reaches 1.0. the iets are ctill 
available on a part-time basis. These figures hint at the fact that there is no unique 
trim salution, and any combination of control effectors within their individual 
limits is possible. 

The rudder oetoemn Afters in lace any 

  

      

  

    

P08 Cen Orovida Cu evhile peybly relieving 
other setter workload 

‘ Late Criry Trim The trim cen go fram chis. 
Meth <5 

J 

oe 
10 *he4 

< 
C, 

2 yhuw yelt oY Lie 

  

: a 
f ‘ \ \ : 2 yaw ets “ +!"p Xpf-o07's By 

a 4 “ ‘ I 
    
      

  
‘\ . 

isting 
0.73°5, ~O4'p ws 2 yaw iets 

+s ¥ ~ 4 

a 
~~ ~ 

~a! 
-2 6" 0 or mony any combnation 

olde. Seay rp 
> 

Figure 7-3.-Late entry trim Mach < 5. 
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€ trim Solutions available when the rudder becomes active, 

nitkely solutions which can be troublesome if they occur. 

A particularly bad combination results from a coalignment of the aileron and 
rudder vectors. This < referred to as an aileran-rudoer torce fight and is shown in 

figure 7-4 Asthe ailerons ana rudder move to trim the vehic-e, therr combined 
effects can be partially or totally offsetteng. tf each one fights the other, they wil 

be driven (o theit respective limits, making it necessary for jets and the sideslip 
angle to complete the trim solution Possible results are an excessive use of RCS 

31TOSeT e eC S S rr we Ow a Oe Fe rT Ee OE 

propellant, a reduction in maneuvering capability (especially in the event of yaw jet 
failures), and in same cases a loss Of control of the vehicle. 

Should a force fight develop, and if the crew is monitoring their displays, the crew 

can intervene. A force fight can be detected on the ENTRY TRAJ and VERT SIT 
displays. Both display aileron and rudder trim. The numbers are the actual content 

of the trim integrators in the saftware, It must be remembered that it rs best not to 

try to infer trim fram the SPI. The SPi shows the combined value for trim and 
command deflection. Look to the CRT displays when the rudder becomes active. It 
is Safe to allow some small amount of trim, but if aileron trim exceeds 1.0° with 
aileron and rudder active, trim the ailerons to 2aro and allow the rudder and 

'_a www WSS eg ST tr eee Ree FE ET ee Slay ee 

sideslip angie to provide the trim. Monitoring is necessary because once trimmed 
out, the force fight can creep back in under certain conditions. 
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As each moves to trim, their effects are being offset, driving each toward its 
iimit, bath to ine same side, ieft or right. 

Sideslip angle and jets are required to complete the trim solution 

It can happen with nominal aerodynamics under certain flight canditions. 

it will use excessive amounts of RCS fuel. 

le | wereel4 ~ 
FLUGIPFESUIL INI Go 

Aileron-rudder force fights are unlikely, but should one accur, there ts a solution! 

When the rudder becomes active at Mach 5, moniter 6, and &, trim. 

{Hint; This can be seen on the ENTRY TRAJ and VERT SIT displays.) 

The aileron, in the event of a problem, can manually be driven to zero with 
aileron panel trim. This forces the rudder to assume major responsibility for 
trim. 
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WUSSTONS 

1. What condstion(s) must be satisfied for the shuttle to be trimmed? 

2.. List the lateral-direction control effectors for trim. 

State when the rudder becomes active for trim. w
i
 

4. Wrhatis the proper action if the aileron trim is greater than 2° with the rudder 
and aileron active? 

“T
l 

TOTO) 2s, i-



Answers 

1. For the shuttle to be trimmed, the aerodynamic moments about an axis or set 
of axes must be ZERO. 

2. Ailerons, yaw jets, sideslip angle, and the rudder are lateral-direction contral 
effectors. 

3. The rudder becomes active for trim at Mach numbers equal to 5 (late entry). 

4. With the rudder and aileron active and aileron trim greater than 1°, trim the 
aileron to 0° and allow the rudder and sideslip angle to provide trim. 
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Objectives 

At the end of this section, the student will be able ta do the following. 

iets are deacts -— ‘ee a] @e State when the ro!! 

s State when the ailerons are active for control 

a State the consequences of GALR decreasing fram 1.1 to 6.0 

e State the basic purpose of NO ¥ JET 

e State the reason why the commander may become aware of helding a constant 
relleommand on the final approach and how it should be corrected 

Figure 8-1 shows the major events of the roll channel in a manner similar to that of 
the pitch channel in figure 2-1. Beginning at El-5, each event peculiar to the ral! 
channel is shown in relation to the other events, These are discussed in detail in the 
following sections. 
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Figure 8-1,— The major events of the roff channel.



Figure 8-2? shows the hastic tchematic of the farly and tate ant 
——<——- Th BF ‘mwa 

control is basic turn coordinatian with rate feedback ang proportions! command 
plus a forward taop trim integrator. The late entry control is aproportional rate 

=a as s+h. fanadk--l 2 me oe oe — — 
COMmMME|end With TeeGOacK igop simiblas tO the pi tch ¢hannel. 

7
 £ 

For early entry, roll axis is base turn coordination (Bp damping) 
into a Proportional plus integral roll rate command system. 

Set 

  

  

For late entry ta subsonic flight, roll axis is roll rate command 
TTT Sag Fae Sere te i t4a"tri ut 

t 
system with tur o rdi Nation (proportional for CSS). 
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Figure 3-2.- Basic schematic of early and Jate entry rofl channels. 

The paths of the RHC bank command are shown in figures 8-3 through 8-7. The 
command, atter heing shaned ones first 19 the vaw channel and then throu oh > _—-= SC wer Ie Ye 7,rrr = ru BPP 

Various gains (remember GALR') out to the roll jets (until G = 10 psf) and the 
ailerons, which become active at gq = 2 psf. 
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Figure 8-3.- The roll channel.



Figure 5-3 and equations 1, 2, and 4 aid in understanding the turn coordination. 
Substetutrng equatian linto 2and 4 yields: 

  p= = =e sit: 8 (20) 
oR 

and 

-2, (21} ‘ay sin ¢ cos fl 

which represent the steady state body rates for a turn, or the roll and yaw rates for 

turn coordination. These rates when differenced with the body rate feedbacks give 
the perturbation or compensated rates to be damped in the turn coordination and 
feedback loops in the entry DAP. 

PCOR = p, - 2,, {22) 

DRPRM sr, =r (23) 

Figure 8-4 rntraduces the terms in equations 22 and 23. The roli rate for turn coor- 
dination is calculated and added to the body roll rate, giving corrected roll rate 
feedback term in roll channel {PCOR). Yaw rate feedback term in yaw channel 
(DRPRM) comes from the yaw channel, then is multiplied by cota (refer back to 

equation 13) and by GALR, and then it is differenced with PCOR. PCOR and DRPRM 

make up the primary drives of the roll rate feedback, 

Two additional terms contribute to the rall rate feedback to fine tune the system 
and to limit the qrowth of the sideslip angle. They are both sideslip-dependent 
terms and operate in a mutually exctusive manner. At q less than 2 psf, this feed- 

back is inertial B; betweena q of 2 to 20 psf it is filtered inertial B, andat gq 
greater than 20 psf is the lateral acceleration, N,. Both # and N, terms come from 
the yaw channel. 

The GALR gain is also shown in figure 8-4. tt goes directly to multiply the ORPRM 
term and is subtracted from the quantity 1 befare multiplying the commanded roll 
rate. In early entry this difference creates a small, negative value which acts upon 
the commanded roll rate to produce the initial, slight reverse aileran. The value of 
the gain begins decreasing at Mach 4.0 (see figure 6-3), and at about Mach 3.8, it 
will equal 1.0. A rotl rate command is far an instant multiplied by zero, but as Mach 
number further decreases, $0 does the value of GALR. Therefore, the roll rate 
command is becoming increasingly proverse and dominant in determining the ail- 
eron response, Thtough GALR gain reductions, the aileron response is transitioning 

from tne early entry system of primary p damping about the stability axis to per- 
forming canventional roll maneuvers about the body axis in the late entry system. 
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Figure 8-4.- The roi! channe? - GALR gain.



Two things are happening with the reduction of the GALR gain. The magnitude of 
the gain applied to the commanded rall rate gets larger in a positive sense until it 

reaches 1.0. This gives the conventional initial a leron response with respect ta an 

input commanc for late entry (right roil commana = rightaileron). Secondly, as 

GALR approacieés zero, the effect of the yaw channel input (DRPRM) is being 

removed from the ro!l channe!. 

One input item shown on the GALR gain loop is NO Y JET. This isadownmoding 

condition which is selected by the entry mode switch. Selection of this position 
grounds ike command to the yaw jets and changes the value of the GALR gain. The 
functional use of NO Y JET 's beyond the scope of this paper; therefore, while there 

— at te mle ns bn rn or ie afl km wn al = tm wae ees hes on i4e 44 all Amar 

will ihe mention ivi it fisewnere, no aivempt Wii GE TAGE (6 GERTIOE 5 TU Vyocian~ 

tional use. Individuals should consult other materials such as the Fligh: Procedures 
Handbook {ref. 2) or the Entry Aute Monitoring Briefing. (Note: The value of GALR 
before @ = 10 pstis 1.0, Nominally, its value is then 1.7 until Mach = 4.0, where it 
hegins its tramp down to zero. If in NO Y JET, the value of GALR will be 1.7 until 
Mach = 7, where it ramps down to zero by Mach = 0.9.) 

Figure 8-4 also shows the aileron trimintegrator!oop Aileron trim of the orbiter is 
accomplished by bringing the yaw rate commands being sent to the yaw jet 
hysteresis loop into the aileron trim loop. These are summed with the roll panel 

trim command and integrated. The ailerons take over the trimming being done by 
the yaw jets ata G of 2 psf. Thisloop ss active :n the automatic mode until rollout, 
but when flying tn C55 in the roll/yaw axis, the loop opens at Mach 1.25 and halds 

the last computed value of aileron trim fixed. This 5 important to remember when 
Tiymg manually. Tne pot may become aware of having to Noid a constant foil 
command when flying around the HAC or down the final approach path. (f the coll 
bias is ercountered, simply trim the aileran with the roll panel trim switch. 

Asin the pitch channel, there is a low-gain multiplier available. Whenever the jow 

gain position of the entry mode switch is selected, the gain being aoplied to the 

rate error aileron command ss cut sn half. 

Information for crew displays comes from two locations in the roll channel. The 
body roll and yaw rates are combined {equation 9) to give the stability rol! rate, 
which 5 sent to the bank rate needle of the ADI. The output of the aileron trim 
integrator sent to the ENTRY TRA! and VERT SIT displays and provides the crew 

SN Np! ye weer wre = 

with a direct readout of aileron trim. 

The roi panel trim switts 6 introduced in figure 8-5. This trim switch, when acti- 

vated, sends a signal to be summed with the yaw jet rate commands in the aileron 
trim integrator loop and can drive the aileron directly for trim purposes, The limits 
on aileron trim are +3°. The rofl panel trim sevrtch car. be used to trim the vehicle in 
roll and is much faster than the auto trim function. 
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Figure §-5.- The rol! chainne! - Fanel trim switch. 
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Pa are arucdi. 
‘ née tc.g., the indi- 

cations and procedure would be as follows: As the. eve ehicle starts nicking up effects 
of the atmosphere during entry with a Ay offset, a noticeable increase :n yaw jet 

firings on one side would begin. The offset is causing the vehicle to fly with @ side- 
slip angle for trim, and the jets are firing to control the magnitude of the gideslip 
and marntain trim. The RCS jet activity Iknghts would be pulsing, showing commands 

to fire. Ata g of 2 psf when the aileron becomes acuve, these pet firing commands 

“rom the yaw channel cause the asleron to trim out the offset by trimming out the 

yaw rate error. 

The auto system can generally be allowed to trim the vehicte, but in some cases can 
sm nurse: aeerietht RS BSC £:41 Tha vreaw hy iirtiaa tha reall manoltrim cuumitrh 

use ore SACESSI ve aniwviil i NV Wel. PE VIS Ur, PP Sask PES Cyl Pees LI Slls See Ieee, 

tan speed up the process manually. The procedure requires switching to C$$ in the 

roll/yaw axes and, without maneuvering, using the roll panel trim switch to trim 

“away from the jet firings.” In other words, if the right yaw sets are firing, the crew 
would trim to the left with the switch Once the yaw jets have been canceled, the 
trim has been accomplished, and the amount of aileron required can be seen on the 
Trajectory display, as shawn in figure 8-6. 
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Figure 8-6.- The roli channel - ENTRY TRA! 5 display. 
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As pointed cut above, the aileron trim function stops at Mach 1.25 when in rollvaw 

control stick steering mode (CSS R/Y) and ho ids the last value of trim. Across s check 
of the VERT SIT display will reveal any aileron being carried for earlier trim and, if a 

Reavy stick is being sensed in roii due to a residuat trim, tne roti panei trim switcn 
can be used to remove it. The switch behaves like a conventional airplane trim 

switch in this mode. If the RHC must be held left of detent, the commander should 
trm left or with the stick to trim the vehicle in roll, 

The RHC rate trim switch provides a bias on the roll rate command caming from the 
RHC; a roll rate of ~2.5 deg/sec can be input through this switch. This switch frrnc- 
tions only in C55 RAY; it is removed immediately and most ofrectively by going bac 
tA PAIL As weer tam atie mwawin /ALITOO OSV) and hac ne armars atio a! ar mrArodiirsl ice 

Ww Wiaryave automaiit Mage Lees es a es a ep mai GF PrewrA Claas wl *
 

The PTI modificatians to the roll channel are shown in figure 8-6 and provide direct 
commands to the control effectors as was described in the pitch channei, 

The automatic control iacp is shown in figure 87. In the autamatic mode, the bank 
angle is being commanded by guidance. This command is compared to the actual 
bank angle of the vehicie; from the resuking difference, a bank command is 
derived. 

Following touchdown, the ailerons begin to receive commands attempting to bal- 
| ance thé ioaas between the Main tires. This comitiond is bated on truce sitspeed, Ny, 

and the yaw rate; itis designed to prevent an imbalance in the main tire load that 
might be present due to a crosswind during rollout. The lateral acceleration and 
the yaw rate are a function of the sideslip angle resulting from the crosswind, and 
they create an aileron command to roll inte the wind in an attempt to reduce the 
sideslip angle. In CSS R/Y, the crew has enough roll authority to mask any auto load 

balancing by the entry DAP. At nasewheel slapdown, the last aileron command out 
of the auto load balancing is faded to zero aver a 100-second time period, 
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Roi Axts F 7LUIVIIS 

Feature Function 

GALR Determines the amount anc 

sign ol aileron that is com- 

Manided wi PSAPOTNSE TO 4 For 

command »nput 

POOR Corrects roll rate for vehicle 
turning 

Bima Inertial sideslip angle 

N , crossfeed to 

roll channel 

RHC beep trim 

Roll panel trim 

Auleron trim logic 

TDoidi12a& 

Leteral acceleration crossfeed 

Provides auto inm function 

Use 

Aliows blending of early phase inta late 
phase Forg < '0,GALR i510: that 

gives oniy turn coordi nairon in the roii 
axis and no drect command function 
The bank command goes to the yaw 
&si¢ and generates a yaw rate, which 
feeds the rall axis turn coord«nation. 
This funcuonm commands the proper 
roll rate tp coordinate ihe stability axis 
bank Fromg= idteM40,GALR = 
1.1. This causes a small reverse aileron 
INDULIN response to bank commands. 
which improves response [aids in 
athieving initial GB}. from fA 4.0te M 
0 9GALR goes to 2ero thraugh a series 
of ramps and plateaus. This takes the 
Toll Chamnei configuration ini the 
Cure late system, vehere roll commands 
QO 15 the aileron only 

With downmading NO ¥ JET aptian, 
GALR = 1.7, initially giving abarge 
reverse aileron command in response 
to bank cammand inputs 

Allows proper turn coordination by 
removing roll sanied dus to vehicle 

turning 

Active gq < 2. Inertial adeslip angle is 
used tocammand roll rate in a divec- 
tion to reduce sideslip 

Active when p > 0.5 deg/sec, Used to 
augment latecal acceleration during 
roli maneuvers to improve damping 

Active CSS, To trim in roll rate, to com- 
pensate for RGA bias 

Active in MBA T4305. Innuts ditectiy 

to torward Inop trim integrator if} auto 
and C55 (M > 1.25). In CSS, AA < 1,25, 
the wtegrator acts as a pure trim 
dé@vice in response to the panel trim 
switch only, 

Active MM 304, 305, Integrates roll and 
yaw cate erroy signals to provwde 
proper aileron trim



1. When are toll jets deactivated? 

2. Vihen are the ajterons active for control? 

ae oe —_ 

What is the consequence of GALA decreasing from 1.1 to 0.07 ad
 

4. What is the purpose of NO Y JET? 

5. Why would a commander become aware of holding a constant roli command 
on final approach? How should it be corrected? 

6. Describe auto load balancing. 
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Roll jets are deactivated when q = 10.D. 

Ailerons are active for control when gq = 2.0. 

The roll rate command is becoming increasingly proverse and dominantin 
determining the aileron response. Through GALR gain reductions, the aiferon 
response is transitioning fram Bp damprng to performing conventional roil 

maneuvers, 

This (NO ¥ JET) 1s a downmoding candition selected by the entry mode switch. 
Selecting this position grounds the command to the yaw jets and changes the 
value of GALR gain, 

When flying CS$ at Mach < 1.25, the aileron trim loop opens and holds the last 
computed value of aileron trim fixed, The commander can trim the ailerons 
with the roll panel trim switch. 

Following touchdown, the ailerons begin to receive commands to attempt te 
balance the loads between the main tires. 

x”
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Section 9: Yaw Channel! 

Objectives 

At the end of this section, the student will be able to do the following. 

e State the driving parameter in the yaw channel for most of the entry 

® State when the rudder becomes active 

Yaw Channel 

at ot ol me nts are sho wn Th 4 These £ i io ciel ae > ts *hs Th. : a ._* as 

ric Major yaw thanneé SVE AIG wre uvvir iT Tigure a °F. Liris ViGure is sitfinat ¢ 

of the pitch (figure 2-1) and rall (figure 8-1) channels. The detailed discussian of tr the 
yaw channel that follows expands and clarifies each of the events. 

np
 

    
   

  

     

  

y= oO 
2 yaw pelstvde fi nay through dister d yaw percgde 
finavtoieedoxkand’O: 10 feedbacs Nard trim loops getive 
Peomd tram rol channel “scoled Ay” to 4D 

fdach « O06    
Yaw jets end Avider active 

    
Agliguc 

Se HF 
. ra x SS OO SS 
  

Fdbe open Grow nd wored enable (GSENBL) 
turn coordinat-on coe Posewhee! stees:g 
érinmapen inte" inane 

Figure $-1,- Major yaw channel! events. 
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im a Se . a. OP — — 
Simp! ified Yaw Channet Operat ion 

Bank command from the stability axis is Converted to the appropriate yaw rate 

command via “sin” and ts differenced with yaw rate feedback to generate an 
erron signal. 

@ Lateral acceleration is also used to generate 4a yaw rate error to reduce 

« The two error signals are summed, multiptied by a gain to Generate a yaw jet 

command and/or a rudder command after it 15 active. 

e After rudder activation, the rudder pedal transducér assembly (RPTA) may be 
usec to bias the lateral acceleration feedback and is thus a bateral acceleration 

cammand device and not a rudder cammand device. 

« Rudder trim biases the RPTA output. 

The yaw channel is a proportional command plus a forward loop trim integrator 

that provides yaw rate turn coordination, damping, and sideslip control. 4 sim- 
pitied schematic is shown in figure $-2. 

The yaw channel is essentially a proportional plus 
integral yaw rate command system to provide 
damping (r-p sin &) and fi control (Nycos<}. 
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Figure 9-2.— Simplified yaw channel. 
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Fhe beginning iogic of the yaw channel is snown in figure 5-3. For most of entry, 
the driving parameter in the yaw channel is the bank rate command. This com- 
mand is multiplied by sin u fequation 17), subtracted from the body yaw rates 
coming from the RGAs to produce a yaw rate error that goes to the jet select logic 

to issue yaw jet firings, and, for Mach less than 5, rudder commands, The aileran 
trim information is picked off the rate error path to the yaw iets for use in the roll 

channel. 
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Figure 9-4 shows how the inertial sideslip angle feedback is used for sideslip contral 

during flight inthe low @ regime (less than 2 psf}. This sideslip angle « used m the 
‘oll charnel for & control, #5 previously described, and is also sent to the yaw error 

needie on the ADi as an indication of sideslip angle to the crew {until @ is greater 
than 2C psf). After q 1s more than 2 psf and Jess than 20 psf, the inertial sideslip 
angle isin the yaw channe: to keep a large transientin B from developing, which 

might counter the rolling action during the first bank maneuver. This is accom- 
plished by sending inertial beta through a washout filter that effectrvely removes 
the steady étate value and + lbeiere on ly the trangientc in tha cindeactin annla ta ann 

Ay FRC GMF GAGA ths MEIPAZ ET BI COST SP esis tt RPP Sees sigs GIS wir Gt 

through for contro! purpoeses. Sideslip angle, filtered or unfiltered, issent to the 
rollehannel untila q of 20 psf rs reached 

The yaw rate for turn coordination is shawn in figure 9-4. This term, as calculated in 

equation 21, goes ta the pitch channel (post-TAEM}) for turn compensation. In the 
yaw channel it is differenced with the body yaw rate (feedback) to produce the 
compensated yaw rate (DRPRM, equation 23), which ts used in the yaw channel as 

the corrected yaw rate feedback and 15 also used in the roll channel. The yaw chan- 
net also computes an estimated § or “scaled 4,," which fs sent to the yaw error 
needle an the ADI, re placing inertial sideslip angle at ¢ equal to 20 psf. The esti- 
wmeatad foie AA OA eee 2A 442781 424448 Fh! it 4A tare sae: Ae Pets er i 
rap inw i> COrmpu ted WiTig 7iVS ¥NVGE' Barve iNy) itt comoinstion with epproximai¢e 

aerodynamic coefficients. 

The lateral acceleration loop (Ny) becomes active ata q of 20 psf. Ny replaces 
inertial § as the sideslip control term. Itis 4 yaw rate error based upon sensed 

lateral accelerations and is summed with the corrected yaw rate command to 

become a command to the jets and rudder. The lateral acceleration is sent to the 
rol| channel ta replace the § termata gq of 20 psf. 

The rudder, rudder pedals, and forward loup trim integrator become active at 
Mach 5, as shown in figure 9-5. The trim integrator should start taking aver some 
nt @hn batane al ali mrt mammal i—_ errs ow ede =a nal ma oi al rl. a4 enlin +h. —1 Inernmec at +h ae 
Wi tiie raLlerai cirectiOnai ft Liiiat requirements oiiwpaoi Lidily reveve tne anerons o7 tnat 

function. The craw can check this activity on the Trajectory displays or VERT SIT 
displays (figure 8-7). 

The rudder pedals function strictly as a bias to the lateral acceieratian feedback. 

The crew can make inputs through the pedals and can expect ta see an initial 
rudder movement in the direction af the automatic stability loops. In practice, the 

orbiter usually is flown with the feet on the floor until touchdown, when braking 
and steering come into play. 

rw Ft. he 
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Figure 9-4.- Inertial sidestip angle feedback.
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Figure $-5.—-Complete yaw channel.



The autoiand yaw commands are sent to the yaw channel when automatic nose- 
wheel steering 15 incorporated at nosewheel slapdown. This an aulamatic mode 
that requires AUTO RY and a ground speed enable (GSENBL) flag to be set. 

The low gain and PT! modifications in the yaw channel are simibar to those previ- 
ously describéd in the pitch and rot! channels. 

Yaw Avie Ey ims av? RAIS Turi 

Feature 

Limited bank rate 
command 

Inertial sidestip angle 

Ny crassfeed to roll 
channei 

Compensated roll rate 
feedback from 
roll channel 

TOwDiz& 

Function 

To command jets and 
rudder tn response to 
RHC inputs 

Lirmt sideslip in law 4 
regime 

To correct yaw rate for 
vehicle tuming 

Aids in coordinating roll 
maneuvers 

Used to sxale yaw 
rate command 

9-7 

Use 

Active M>0.6. Multiplied 
by sin a to construct yaw 
rate command for coor- 
dinated stability rol! 

Active q<2. To maintain 
sideslip within allowable 
limits, the Goay Yaw com- 
ponent of nay derived 
sideshp is fed back and 
converted to a body yaw 
rate command 

Aliows properly coordi- 
nated turn by removing 
yaw rate sensed due to 
vehicie turning 

Active when p>0.5 deg/sec. 
Used to augment lateral 
acceleration during roll 
maneuvers ta improve 
damping 

Active in M<0.6. Roll rate 
shipped to the yaw chan- 
nelis multiplied by sin a, 
which converts it to a 
body yaw rate command 
todamp B
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1 Whatis the driving parameter tn the yaw channel for most of the entry? 

2. When does the rudder become active? 
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Answers 

1. Far most of entry, the driving parameter in the yaw channel is the bank rate 

command. 

2. Therudder becomes active at Mach 5. 

TD1092A 9-10
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Objectives 

At the end of this section, the student will be able ta do the follawing. 

¢ State what the requrrements are to set the GSENBL flag and activate nosewhee!l 
steering (NWS) 

@ State the preferred CSS R/Y nosewheel steerin 

preferred 

Nosewheel Steering 

The NWS schematic 1s Shown in figure 10-1. NW is available in both the manual 
(CSS) and automatic modes. It becomes active when the GSENBL flag is set, This 
flag requires 2 seconds of having the weight on wheels (WOW!) flag set, the pitch 

angle (4) less than zero, and the weight an the nose gear (WONG) set. GSENBL can 
also be triggered if the external tank (ET) separation (SEP) switch or solid rocket 

booster (SRB) SEP switch is enabled and the PBi is pushed and 6 is iess than zero. It 
is possible, but undesirable, to manually set WOWAWONG while airbome. 

In the auto mode, the yaw rate command is sent to the yaw channel for rudder 
commands, is differenced with the body yaw rate feedback, and becames an NWS 
command after passing through the proper gains. The nosewheel command isa 
result of the rudder inputs when the orbiter is being operated in CSS RY. In NWS 1 
or 2, rudder pedal movement is read by the RPTA and from there fed into 
subsystem Operating programs (SOPs) in the general purpose computers ({GPCs). 
These SOPs bias the commands hased on lateral acceleration feedback in order to 
prevent overcontrol. This also aids initial steering commands in response to tire 
failures. This provides the best control and handling qualities and is the most 
favored mode of controf. 
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Figure 18-1.~Nosewheel channel. 
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1. What are the requirements to set the GSENBL flag and activate nosewheel 

steering? 

TD 10124 1Q-3



t. The GSENBL flag es set when there are 2 seconds of WOW, pitch angle is less 
than zero, and WONG isset. GSENBL can also be set rf the ET SEP or SRB SEP 
switch is enabled and the PBiis pushed, and 6 is tess than zero. 
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Section 11: Event Chronology 

Objectives 

4tthe end of this section, the student will be able to do the following. 

® State when tne aerojet DAP is initialized 

# State when the RCS activity lights reconfigure 

* State what the RC$ activity lights mean 

# State when the yaw jets are deactivated 

Event Chronology 

Ei-5 

The. sha J alae Ea a4 Ll. a2c4tLinw «4 4 alam 

sures MiGiogy of sigiiticant erat y every id snowin iff section bt, POC Leer 4 1- I, Lree 

first event is £l-5, where the aerojet DAP is initialized at the beginning of MM 304. 

Generally, the cantrol mode is AUTO in all axes, the contro! surfaces are neutral 
(flight dependent), command capability for four roll, four pitch, and two yaw jets is 

available per side, and there is a roll-pitch-yaw attitude of 0°-40°-0°. The maximum 
rates that can be commanded are +5 deo/sec in AUTO R/Y and +05 deasséc in 

AUTOP. In CSS, the crew can command +6 deg/sec and + 2.88 deg/sec in roll and 
pitch, respectrvety. 

g = 0.5 

Ata gq of 0.5 psf, the elevators become active for trim in response to the pitch jet 
fitings. In this region the yaw jets are used to start the bank maneuvers, with the 

roli jets being used for coordination and to damp fi during the maneuver. 

q = 2.0 

The eievators hecome active for control, They respana immeciat 
tammands. 
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Th & gi erg TS become active for Crit] and coniroi. They respond directiy for ifim, 

whichis beng driven by the yaw jet firings, and indirectly to rollcommand. Its 
thes regron that bank control is being affected by the yaw plus roli jets. 

At tnis juncture, the inertial sidesltp angle is removed as a dprect feedback in the 
yew channel. Its, however, sent thraugh a washout filter that allows the DAP to 
correct for transients in the sidesitp angle and is displayed on the yaw error needle 
of the ADI. 

q = 8.0 

The elevators no Jonger respond to pitch jet firings for trim 

gq = 10.0 

The roil jets are terminated. The ailerons are now responding directly to roll rate 
commands. From thispomt untilg = 50, the RCS roll activity lights are not active. 

G = 20 

The number of yaw jets per side available increases to four. The elevator position 
feedback trim replaces the fonward loop trim integrator loop. “Scaled Ay" replaces 
iN€ruadi s1GE5i1p SNGIS OM The yaw efror Needie of tne ADI, ana tne iaterai acceiera- 
tion and lateral acceleration trim loops begin while the inertial sideslip angle is 
removed from the yaw and roll channel. 

The RCS jet actiwty lights are reconfigured. The pitch jet lights indicate when the 
elevon rate limit has been saturated. The roll and yaw jet lights work together to 

indicate how many yaw jets are being commanded to fire in respanse to a bank 
maneuver input. 4 single yaw jet light alone {left or right) indicates the command 
direction to fire two yaw jets, and the yaw plus roll yet lights indicate three or four 
yaw jets being commanded on. 

T1124 tt-2



The SPBK begins to Open according to its programmed schedule. The SPBK position 
is fad back into the pitch axis, where its effect can be taken into account in the 
elevator trim loop. After opening, the SPBK, which has been tightly closea, now 

has 4 minimum closure angle of 15°. 

h = 125000 

Yaw jet minimum on time isincreased from 80 to 320 milliseconds. This is to ensure 
complete burning of propellants between fire commands. 

Mach = 

The rudder becomes active. The rudder is now able to offload the aileron trim load, 
vehicle 

allowing ail erons tO OF WIEG MOTE TOT ven 

The GALR gain begins to ramp down in order to blend the transition of early entry 
bank into late entry. In this region, the elevon can be commanded down to ensure 
that the yawing moment coatficient due to aileron (Cng,) has a negative sign This 
is preferable for NO Y JET procedures. 

Mach = 3.2 

The SPBK closes to approximately 65 percent to increase rudder effectivenass. 

Mach « 3.0 

The elevon trim schedule may ramp up to prevent high hinge moments. 

TAEM begins (MM 305). N, command repiaces aipha commang in the auto pitch 
loop. The pitch error needle now displays N, error on the ADI. The maximum 
autopitch rate being commanded is a function of true aspeed and is limited to the 
maximum guidance commanded N, deltas of 0.59. A yaw rate term is brought in 
for turn compensation in pitch (r tan $), 
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RAsrh - 31 
migar = 2.4 

The BF is limited to 4 lower setting of 18.9° to protect against high hinge moments. 

Mach = 2.0 

The RHC gain begins increasing to provide higher commanded pitch rates. This 
commanded pitch rate will be a maximum of +9.2 deg/séc upon reaching a Mach 

number of 1.2. 

Mach = 1.5 

The maximum roll rate command begins increasing and will achieve a value of +27 
deg/sec by Mach 0.6. The Ny feedback into the roll channel begins to decrease and 
reaches zero at Mach 0.9. 

Mach = 1.25 

When flying CSS R/Y, the aileron trim integrator ceases its trim function and holds 

the last value of giteron trim. Crew awareness of this is important should there be 

an RHC requiring constant displacement in rol) later in the trajectory indicating an 
out of trim condition. 

Mach = 1.1 

BF tower limit is now restricted to 1$.8°, 

Mach = 1.0 

The yaw jets terminate. Also, in passing from supersonic to subsonic flight, the 
crew needs to pay particular attention to the alpha limits. 

Note: If the vehicle is allowed to pitch up to higher than the upper angie of attack 
limit, a loss of control of the vehicle can occur. In the automatic mode, the 
vehicle will, when fallawing guidance under certain circumstances, such as 
when air data is not incorporated, pitch up past the alpha mit and lose 

control. 

All three control axes are q- “hited 10 a minimum value of 90 psf. This 5 to prevent 

any system's being reactivated, such as jets turned Back on, should the q become r
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loses 2nous An evamoale winsll he deepen cAllard urban & oe vaKiaAl, dorroaacina 
Sil. FMP CAGE POU SE UE POUR VISTES | HF Tepiey VStroasiriy 

The BF can now goto a fuill-down position if needed 

Mach = 0.95 

The SPBK 1s now being commanded by TAEM/4/L quidance for g bar modulation 

rata orrnir tan noansarata 
Pete Cease AF ge ae uu Ft ' 

commands. This essentially provides turn coordination through landing. 

h = 10000 ft 

At the nominal approach and landing interface, the quidance should command the 
BF to the trail position ifn the BF AUTO made. 

h = 1000 ft 

The SPBK closes to a calculated value based on wind, weight, density altitude, 

velocity error, and short field option. 

h = 2000 ft 

Preflare is commanded and is usually executed manually at an altitude of approxi- 
mately 1850 feet AGL. 

he Enr £4 
uy rt 

The $PBK can make an adjustment based on density altitude and wind velocity. 

—_
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4uto load balance begins. The N, feedback loop and the ruader tim integratrar 
ioap are opened, SPEK goes full open. F at turn flag is set. 

Nose gear touchdown 

The aileron trim loop 1s opened and the load balance signaiis faded. The elevator 

feedback loop is opened and the elevators are commanded down im AUTO fwill 

mode to AUTO ifin CSS) to relieve the main tire load. Pitch can be moded back to 
rect haar thn Tbh nt atiek " wet At be | -—- rut elk: no eh. ce «= s4-h no 
“Swe Wy Lie FIV lL SLIGAN metiog wi PUSHING Litt Vo pi Lull Pol. 

The turn coordination loop is grounded and NWS is enabled. 
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Tathia ? Tf. 4 — Chronology AF tient fie nt cere Peer 8 ree Oe cre 
fowieg rr @. Sa Erasir susey wi ary rs FG wriad F VUreiad * PF * ak: 

FCS: Aerojet O4P initialization - MM 304 

Event Roll Pitch _ ¥ ow 

ELS fa = ée <= -f** fbr = oO 

fbf = 52% ° (oct: we} 
6sb = 0° 

OcHID is being used, oer; 
disolayed on pitch neecle 

A ersll sete fesrdin A Aet hs sets fesrtin PD srmia. inte fs icin 
swe I= ta 7*wet wera puts eve a yor j= ‘ae 

Inertial § displayed an 
ADI, used m FCS fdok 
inom 

o = 0” 8 = 40° yw = 0° 

Max Auto: p = *5 deq/sec q = +0.Sdegsec 
commanded CSS. RP = t60e9/seC gq = +4 deg/sec 
rates 

q = 0.5 pst Roll jets assist and 6e active for trim, responds Yaw jet stam bank 
damp during bank = to pitch jet firing maneuvers 

Q= 2.0 psf Sa active for $e active for contral Inertial § through a wash- 
contral put filter used in FCS fdibk 

$a trim begins, driven by 
yay channel 

“= — @ pis Re tines it cern tn mitch 
“ ~ Yr ve UES Gk Peapeire tiv Perec 

j@ts for trim any tonger 

4 = 10 pst Roll jets end 

q = 20 psf 52 position fdbk reptaces 4 yaw jets'side “Scaled A," 
twed loop trim integrator OnAD yaw error needle; 

Oi Sadik oun dd ow os lowe 
™“r ‘WS Gil wreeee IVs 

begin; replaces inertial 

G = 40 pst Pitch pets end 

§ = 50 psf - RCS Jat activity lights 
reconfigure - 

3 or 4 yavy jets 
commanded 

“Flight dependent, 

TR1O124 

jmieliz nadine wires, oe 
SEIMJILAILIVICZ iy ' <: 

Se rate saturation 
{+ 200f¢ =2 auxiliary power 
wrt (APU)) (= 14 o/s 

2 yaw jets commanded 

1 APY)



able 11-7,- Continued 
= wrwrvrirs= 

Event Roil Pitch Yaw 

Mach = 10 fgg ONEN per Kr ede 
fe trim accounts for &c_ 
Manimurn figg = 15° 

h = 125,000 ft Jet matamum on time 
{rom 80 to 320 msec 

Mach =5 Rudder aclve 

BAarh = A G41 8 naw Khanint See Vidaweal*taA andre 
oriwwee “— ht — deed ee 't- wn “ jIV=wvr ¢ .w wrt 

ramping down for = -Lints 
conventional Sa 

Mach = 3.2 dca begins closing ta 65% in 
anticipation of rudder use 

Mach = 1.0 fe tammed up to prevent 
high hinge moments 

Mach = 2.5 seeaeeae Fen eewes cewe —_——-— TAP hh nerve re eer sree somone 0 oo mn we me re qe eee nen —_ 

Ato gitchlanp becomes 
N, CMD, replaces ogyp 

N, #tror displayed on 
pitch needle 

Max auta pitch rate 
commanded is f (TAS), 
limited to max guid- 
ance CMD SN, of 0 Sg 

rtandtocompensste 

for q required in turns 

Mach = 27 Sbf lower limit = 1B.8” 
to pratett against high 
fram ow re ew ae eS 

Mach = 2.0 RHC gain increases for 
higher pitch cates (max 
cammanded rate = -9.2 

degsec hy Mach = 1.2) 

Mach = 1.5 Vie rate cm? 
increasing to 27 
deg/sec by 
Mach = 6.5 

Ny fdbk gomng to 
zero by Mach = 3 

*Flight dependent. 
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Event Roll Pitch Yaw 

Mach = 3.25 In CSS, ha trim 
integrator stops, 
holds last value 
of Gatrim 

Mach = 1.1 tbi > Jower limit = 15.8° 

Mach = 1.0 {Be aware of o limits! Yew j@#15 Lermunate 

All anes Glimited to 
minimum value of 90 psf 

Sbf lower jimit = 22.5° 

Mach = 0.95 6,, now commanded by 
TAEMA/L guide for q bar 
modulation 

Mach = 0.6 Prody used ta generate 
Terror for or CMD 

h = 10,000 ft A/L quidance may CMD 
Sbt to trai 

h = 3000 fi dsb goes 10 calculated 
value based on wind, 
weight, density altitude, 
velocity error, and short 
field option 

h = 2000 ft Preflare commanded 
{manually executed at 
™ 1850 ft AGL) 

h=sS00f 6sb tan make adjustments 
hated on density altiture 
and wind velocity 

Main gear Autoioadbalance SPAK goes to full Ny fdbk loop grounded 
touchdown fora open 

dir trim integration open 

Nose gear fa trim open Se fan, OPEN Tum coord grounded 
touchdown 

Auta load Switches to auto for load Nosewheel steering 

TO1012A 

baiance faded relief bias (CSS still avad- 
able for downmode) 
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= = . “- - 

Evant Roll Pitch Yaw an 

E1-5 Left or right light Up or down light indicatesjset | Left or right dight indi- 
rndicates yet has has heen commanded to fire cates thal two jets 
heen cammanded have been 

to fire commanded to fire 

Mk « = 4*no4f foal! . ate cdl oat 1 
WWwet — FV pS! (esl Seis wT ! 

Qbar = 40 psf Nouse {Pitch jets deact.} 

Qbar = 50 psf Both lights amo Both lights simo indicate 
indi¢ale 23 yaw ¢levon rate saturalion: 
jets cammanded {+20 degrsec. 2{3) APL 
to fire t 14deg/sec, 1 APU} 

‘ 

Mach » 1.6 {Yaw jets deact.}j 

No use 

NGTO 7 7 

Note: From Qbar = 20 to SQ, four yaw jets are available for firing, while the yaw light activates 
fot to commanded. Only at Qbar = SO does the crew have insight into > two yaw jets 
commanded. 
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Miszsasrtiawn «= 
WUT oLvils 

1. When tthe aerojet DAP initialized? 

2. Whendothe RCS activity lights reconfigure? 

What do the RCS activity lights indicate after they have recanfiqured? ‘a
y 

4. When are yaw jets deactivated? 
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1. DAP ps initialized at the beginning of fAM 304. 

2. RCS actrvity lights reconfigure when g = 50 psf. 

e The roil activity lights mean three or four yaw jets are commanded, tA
 

* The pitch jet lights mean elevon rate limit has reached saturation. 

* The yaw jet lights mean two yaw jets are commanded. 

4. Yaw jets are deactivated at Mach 1.0. 
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Section 12: Entry Cue Cards 

Objectives 

At the and of this section, the student will be able to interpret the ENTRY DATA and 

ENTRY ALPHA cue cards. 

Entry Cue Cards 

4n example of an ENTRY DATA cue card is shown in figure 12-1. 

4n ENTRY ALPHA cue card is shown in figure 12-2, For the different velocities (VR) 
the expected angle of attack {a} is shown. Also shown for easy reference are the 
range {R), altitude ({H), and reference bank angle {Rras). The angle of attack shown 
is the design flight profile. At the high Mach numbers (velocities), the alpha has a 
~3° allowable bend. The high Mach numbers show a constant alpha during the 
temperature control phase and the equilibrium glide phase. Shortly after qaing to 
the constant drag phase, the alpha comes down a little in maintaining 3 constant 

drag acceleration. The alpha continues ta come down during the transition phase 

from high angies of attack to iow. 

From TAEM, at Mach 2.5, the angle of attack continues to decrease to a final value 

of 7° a5 the vehicle begins to go subsonic. At the base of the card is a table which 
gives the alpha to be flown for maximum LO ratio for several Mach numbers. 
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100% = 
— MAXSURFACE S$ 81% 3.2 

—_ M24.2- M18.6 | 66% 
60% — 

iSB = 2.9 
40% = 

20% 

0% 

rT TTrTrTrTTrTrrTrT rr rrtTrttrttrtir4ryi 
2a 20 15 mace 10 5 1 

JETS OPPOSE ROLL, INCR RATE” a : 
DURING ROLL REVERSAL (Alpha Error) 
1. R/¥ - CSS 

PECR ROLL RATE < S*fsec ¢ ” sy 
2. When @ =< CMD; tot Ee. 

R/Y - CSS er AUTO . . ‘at 

AIL TRIM SAT (+ 3% ips ° 
POSSBILE ROLL = OFF: oo 

1. BF ~ UP to lower ELEV untit | 
M< 2; then SF - AuTg 

2. #12 to MB decr oto a Timit eR Le 
::f: M6 to RUD TRIM ect dacr cto a; mit | 

HIGH REQ OSC OR SURFACE/IET -- 
LIMIT CYCLE we 

1. @,R/Y ~ CSS - - 4k 
@. EMTRY MODE »:.i0 GAIN. we “3% 

if returning paylpad > HM Wb 2 oye: .. 

ALD PiLiem ~ i i 
3: 86 GH : OVERRIDE: 

ALT FILTER = iFER 21 
3. After OSC stops: 

ENTRY MODE ~- AUTO 
PRSY - AUTO 

        

Figure 12-3.-ENTRY DATA cue card. 
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ENTRY ALPHA 

  

  

  

EDW 22 

VR a - H Href Rref 

245 40 4306 400 

220 82840 250-42 Lae 
23 40 2290 240 -58 73 

22 40 1695 235 -76 66 
21 40 1585 230 -96 67 

20 40 1340 3220-113 469 

19 40 1145 215 -135 68 

12 40 990 205-158 51 
17 40 B65 200 -176 62 

16 40 765 195 -18? R63 

15 mi4z2L0 880 190 -203 oF 

14 434137 610 185 -12? 61 
13 434037 540 175 -13? 60 
12 433937 477 171-156 5a “7 

11 «4235 36 419 165 -199 57 

1@ 864143735 366 159 -176 52 
  

  

  

9 393633 316 153-210 47 
6 363530 269 148 -241 Laz 
7 333127 223 136 -267 39 
6 292723 178 125-270 a2 
& 262320 136 112-272 44 
4 221817 100 98-265 Rai 
3 1153S 70 85-270 36 
25 «13 $9 79 -266 
2 11 a9 73 -299 
15 $ 37 63 -345 

7 27 48 -269 

2 -UDMAX 17]45] 12 
MACH steli 

ENT-L4b/A, EA 

AI
 

wt
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1. Using figure 12-1, state the speedbrake position at Mach 2.5. 

2. Using figure 12-2, find the followrng for Mach 17 

Reference alpha 

Range 

Altitude 
Vertical velocity (H} 
Bank angle 
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1. The SPBK at Mach 2.5 is 66 percent. 

2. « Reference alpha = 40° 

a Range = 870 n.mi. 
s Altitude x 202,000 feet 

® Verticabvelocrtty{H}) = -170fps 
s Bank angie = 62° ieft bank 

—
:
 

Nd
 

oO
’ 
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Section 13: Automatic 
Program Test Inputs 

oes: 

At the end of this section, the student will be able to state the purpose of PTIs- 

Automatic PTlis 

Figures 13-1 and 13-2 present information concerning PTis. The purpose of the PTIs 

5 tO provide automatic test Maneuvers during flight in order to obtain flight data 
from which aerodynamic coefficients can be extracted postflight. The data are 
used to define the aerodynamic characteristics of the vehicle, allow expansion of 
the operational envelope, and reduce aero data base uncertainty. 

PTis afG GXSCUTSG automatically by thé entry DAP and aré input into the control 

system downstream of the gains and filters so that a known control deflection {for 
example, a S° aileron sweep) or jet firing can be made (refer back to figures S-3, 8-3, 

and 9-3}. Being automatic, they can be more precise and reduce the crew 
workload. 

Certain flight constraints must have been met for 4 seconds in order for a maneuver 
to be executed. These constraints (figure 13-1) include restrictions on body rates, 

altitude acceleration, and heading to ensure that the vehicle is in the proper condi- 
tion (stabilized attitude) prior to PTI initiation. It should be noted that the vehicle 

control hasto be in AUTO in all axes. 

The maneuven are restricted to certain regions of the entry trajectory (“windows”) 
and are cued by Mach number or q. Once the vehicle is inside a maneuver window, 
but the constraints have not been met, PTI begins flashing on the CRT displays. The 
PT| becomes static when the maneuver is executed and will disappear when aut of 
the window, whether the maneuver was executed of not. 

The PTE logic, which has been |-loaded priar to flight, generates the signals sent to 
the DAP when the maneuver criteria have been met. These signals usually form 
doublets (example. left rudder mput, followed by right rudder input, then back to 
neutral) which are superimposed on the normal commands. The axes atfected and 
the controls utilized in each maneuver are decided prefiight, and aserres of pulses 
can be executed in one maneuver. 

Since the idea of the maneuver 1s to obtain controlled input and response for flignt 
data extraction, it becomes abvious that all other control inputs should be 
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minimized. Therefore, the commanded roii rate is zero, the aileron ano rudder trim 

integrator inputs are zero, and the pitch jet input for elevator tram 1s zeroed. 

A PT| can be terminated or inhibited at any time in one of three ways. An item 1 on 
SPEC 50 PTI inhibit (INH}enabie (ENA) indicator will inhibit execution of 3 PTI, as 

well as going to C55 in either axis by means of the PBls or "hot sticking it” with the 
RHC. Once any maneuver has been inhibited, it or any of the succeeding PTIs will 
have to be enabled by returning the control to AUTO in all axes and executing 
item 1 on SPEC 50 to ENA. 

mT! i ian 
ril ivi! 

The following constraints must be met for * 4 sex: 

® Body ratesp < 15,49 < 0.5,r < 0.5 (deg/sec) 

® Not outside heading error limits (inhibit PTI if near a roll reversal} 

e Roll reversal not started in last 42 sec 

¢ ADTA providing air cata to DAP if M < 2.5 

e Pitch and roll4yaw in AUTO mode 

e Crew sets enable flag 

Maneuver selection 

e PTis are executed only inside certain trajectory windows 

« Cued by Mach or dynamic pressure 

@ Average of § to 10 maneuvers during earlier flights 

Crew displays 

@ If trajectory is inside PTI window, but constraints are not met, "PTI" flashes 

® Once maneuver is executed, PT] becomes static 

Figure 13-1.-Automatic program test inputs. 
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Maneuver execution 

Once maneuver criteria have been met, the PT! lagic generates signals which are 
sentto DAP 

# Signals are in the form of doublets which are integrated 

a These siqnals are supernmmposed on normal commands 

# Controls effectors are Se, ir, da, roll-pitch-yaw jets 

» Series of pulses can be executed in asingle maneuver 

While pulse :s being executed 

e® Commanded roll rate issct = 0 

® 6a, 6rtrimintegratorinputs = 0 

® GJET is grounded (pitch jet to elevator crossfeed} 

Maneuver can be terminates at once by 

e Keyboard fitem 1 on SPEC $0} 7, were ww, 

Pushing either pitch or rolli/*yaw CSS PBis 

Pushing contro} stick, “hot sticking it” 

Note: To reenable PTis, return to AUTO and execute item lon SPEC 50 

Figure 13-7.- Conciuded. 
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fears 

Tras. State the purpose o 

13-5 TOWI74&



PTis provide automatic test maneuvers during flight to abtain flight data from 
which aeradynamn coefficients can be extracted postflight. These data might 

define characteristics to allow expansian of the operational envelope and 

reduction of aero data base uncertainty. 
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Section 14: FCS Monitoring 

Objectives 

Atthe end of this section, the student will be able to state the aerojet software 
conditions on PASS gurdance, navigation, and cantrol (GNC) SPEC 5‘, OVERAIDE. 

Figure °4-1 shows the FCS display monitoring. Through the use of SPEC 51, OVER- 

RIDE, the crew can check or alter by keyboard inputs two software conditions of the 

entry DAP. The first, shown in figure 14-2, is the software position of the Entry 

mode switch. As can be seen in the figure, the Entry mode switch is mdicating 

AUTO. Moving the switch itself, first to the low gain (L GAIN) position, then ta the 
NO ¥ JET position changes the displays as shown in figures 14-3 and 144. With a 
keyboard input, the software selection of the switch function can be changed to 
AUTO, regardless of the actual switch position. In other words, with the switch phy- 
sically in NO ¥ JET, the logic can be made to be in the AUTO position by executing 
en item 42, AUTO SEL. The display will be as shown tn fiqure 44-2. The entry DAP 
will be functioning normally with the normal gains, while the switch resides in NOY 
JET. With the switch stillin NO ¥ JET, executing item 42 again will put the software 
back in agreement with the switch position, as on figure 14-4. The BFS SPEC $1 is 
shown in figure 14-5. Note there is no software selection to AUTO in the BFS (no 
item 42}, 
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| sesh heres -eethien | 
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4 rw sae a 

tie ar 3! 
| jjzgeec) =“, 
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Figure 14-1.~FC5 display monitoring. 
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Another feature on SPEC 51 (Figure 14-3) provides the crew with the information 
concerning the selectron of the bocy bending filters and the clevon schedule being 
axed by the entry DAP. in the cnner center cortion of tne dissls "7 -nH ie 
ad POSITS Where RP RALE gels biter ter wie Gispiay, items 7 gaiiu io 

represent the AUTO and FIXED elevon schedules, respectively, while items 20 and 

21 are the nominal (NOM) and alternate {ALT) body bendrng fitters, with an asterisk 
beside the elevon schedule and filter currently selected. During a narmal entry 
(going trom OPS 2 to OP» 3), the entry DAP would came up initialized in the AUTO 
configuration for the elevon and NOM for filters. For cases involving heavy or 
flexible payloads during an otherwise normal entry, the crew would have to select 

ALT by keying on an item 21 on this page. Fhe reason, as previously stated, would 
be either @ heavier payload being returned or a payload whose flexbility would 
interact with the orbiter structure m such a way as to require a change in the body 

bending filters. 

An example of the need for this alteration of the entry DAP by the crew 1s the flight 
ofa Spacelab. The normal procedure in this flight is to manually select item 21, 
ALT, on entry because of the return from orbit of a large, flexible payload, the 
Spacelab. 
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Questions 

1. State the three aerajet software conditions that can be seen on PASS GNC SPEC 

51, OVERRIDE. 

2 State how to change the software status of the Entry mode switch back to 
AUTO cf the switch is physically stuck in NO ¥ JET of LO GAIN. 
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Answers 

1. The three aeroret software canditions that can be secn on PASS GCN SPEC 51, 
OVERRIDE, are 

® AUTO orFiXED elevons 

e NOM or ALT body bending filters 

« Software status of Entry mode switch . Na * seu ra hw 

2. Tochange the software status of the Entry mode switch back to AUTO if the 
switch is physically stuck in NO Y JET of LO GAIN, type in ITEM 42 EXEC on PASS 
GNC SPEC $1, OVERRIDE. 
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Section 15: Estimated Beta 

Objectives 

At the end of this section, the student will be able to state the two purposes of 

a Esti inate Sat 

Estimated Beta 

a timated Mnan bare 

The schematic Tor Estimated Seta iSSnOWTi it figure 15- 4. Estima (GU Sta HeComMmEes 

active ata g of 20 psf, as shown previously m the yaw channel (figure 9-1), and has 
two functions. First, it provides a value called “scaled Ay” to the yaw error needle 
of the ADIs. Scaled Ay is an approximation of the magnitude of beta with which the 
vehicle is flying. A full-scale deflection of the needle would indicate a lateral accel- 
eration driven by a sideslin angle which would require 2.5 yaw sets to trim. 

Second, an estimated beta goes into the air data system (ADS) redundancy manage- 
ment (RM), where it can be used to resolve a dilemma created by sideslip angles. 

To get the estimated beta and scaled A,, the lateral acceleration «s corrected 

through various summations and differences with compensated yaw rate and past 
values of the number of yaw jets commanded and control surface deflections. This 
value is then divided by a gain to give estimated beta for the ADS RM. It is also 
multiplied, separately, by another gain as a function of angle of attack which deter- 
minesthe A, far ADI use. The alpha function gain is determined assuming nominal 
aerodynamics, and although it attempts to compensate for § tolerance asa 

function of alpha, it may give large errors in the magnitude of Ay m the Mach 2 
to Tregion. However, the indicated sign of Ay (f) in this regian should be correct. 
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Figure 15-1.- Estimated Bieta. 
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Questions 

1. State the two purposes of Estimatea Beta. 
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Answers 

Estimated Beta provides the value “Scaled Ay” to the yaw error needle of 

the ADI. 

® Estimated Beta goes into the 405 RM, where itcan be used to resolve 2 

dilemma created by sideslip angles. 

1. « 
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Section 16: Landing Discretes 

Objectives 

At the end of this section, the student will be able todo the following 

* State the actions required in case one of the WOW distretes disagrees with the 
ather WOW discretes for 7 seconds 

e State how lpad relief is accamplished when landing in CS$$P 

Landing Discretes 

The landing of the orbiter is broken into two distinct phases: touchdown and roll- 
out. The touchdown naturally occurs at the moment when the main landing gear 
contacts the ground under controlled conditions. At touchdawn, several discretes 

are set which prompt changesin the entry DAP. These discretes, as shown in figure 
16-1, are no WOW (set false), weight on wheels locked on (YYOWLON), and the 

flatturn (FLATTURN). These discretes are initiated by either main gear touchdown 

Of crew initiation of either the ET SEP oF SRB SEP switth ana PBis. A dilemma will 
occur it one of the WOW discretes disagrees with the other for 7 seconds. Ina 

dilemma tase, the crew must use the ET SEP or SRB SEP switches and PBis to set the 

landing drscretes. 

In the pitch axis, ADI pitch rate commands are generated as a function of pitch 

angie, main gear touchdown, the equivalent airspeed, and the vehicle weight. 
These rates are converted into elevator commands tf in AUTO P mode. 

AN auto balance ts computed for the ailerons in the roll axrs Thisis designed to 
help equalize the Inadings on the main trres and gear. The auto balance command 
is based on true airspeed, N,, and the yaw rate and attempts to prevent an imbal. 
ance in main loads. From these sensed parameters, the ailerons are being com- 
manded ta remove any asymmetric loading on the tires, especially any resulting 
from a crosswind by ralling into the wind to reduce the effect of the sideslip angle. 

The rudder trim integration logp is opened at touchdown. 

Following nosewheel touchdown, roliout discretes are set by the combination of 

ET or SRB SEP PBI and having had WOWLON/FLATT URN for 2 seconds, and tre pitch 

attitude must be less than 0°. The rollout discretes are WONG, rollout discrete 

(ROLLOUT), and GSENBL, and upon initiation the tutn coordination is ended in 
ail axes. 
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In the pitch axis, the elevator trim feedback is grounded (as opposed to having a 

zero command to the filters). In AUTO P, the elevators willbe driven dawn to assist 
in relieving the loads on the main landing gear. If in CSSP, the DA? will made to 
AUTO once the load relief flag is set The elevator position will be based ona 
schedule which 9s a function of ground speed. CSS pitch can be recained by the 
Pk a kd a eh a Kt SP dk 
PIUPL SLICK FRM Li Ul Publier] LITE VOD PItriroai. 

Initiated By | Main dea: louchcowr: Tout down giscraies 
or Lteuittounancreves 

2 Plaing cTSeP or §RB 5=P iwatTenes co VAR 
ord depressing aopropnare pb: WOW factually WOW cet false) 
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Potch anis ‘ Ff ht Cire Oncr face commands flatten 

generated a¢e tynctior of 6 MGTO EAS ana 

weight 
2 “pese gich !ale com Nands a-# converted 

mods, commands for auto contre or-area 

rol gut 

Roii auic Ayte bahance com puted fora-deons. 
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Yawaes Opens rudder integration input 

Figure 16-7.-Shuttle touchdown discretes. 
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§, driven te load rele* bias 

Roll pxin 1 Inauvto, 6, trim sptegrator oop ht opened 
{flatturn) 

2. Auto Kad bakante CMD faded ou: over 100 sec 

Yowanis Nosewhee! iteering with norerheel peatch in GPC 

Figure 16-2.- Shuttle rolout discretes. 
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Tho ailerantrim integrator loon 1% apened at ralle: ut and the autos load halance 
i —wiew Fk = Sr NR Bre Tk Sam eywes © ee ee ee 

command ts faded out overa period of 100 seconds. 

> Ae 
Wve 

able.a nd 

un
 $ fiz nctiona! lan 4k. TLL i _ 

> PREVI LIMIT IGS! itt | yow axis. lricreada Lrigr 

the th 
ne ret Tor the type of NWS avaii- 

choice is made with the pos itioning 0 of 
r<es 

@ NWS switch on panel L2, 

t 

1. Inthe OFF position, no steering commands are accepted, the nosewheel simply 

casters. Steering ts accomplished with rudder and differential braking. 

2. in DIRECT, the steering is commanded manually using the rudder pedals ta 
command the nasewheel angie. 

3. With the switch in GPC, the steenng can be either automat or manually 
accomplished. The choice of automatic ar manual is selected by pushing the 
ona: PE 8. 2 eee Mito. AIP AAS WW eee BA 
rol yaw FBI WAMU AT OFS AT. 
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LeUeStTIONS 

1 State actions required 'n case one WOW dixrete disagrees with the other 
WOW d-screte for more than ? secands. 

2. State how load relief 1s accomplished when landing in CSS P. 
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Answers 

1. If WOW discretes differ from each other for more than 7 seconds, the crew 
must use the ET SEP or SRB SEP switch and PBI to set landing discretes. 

2. HCSSP, the DAP will mode to AUTO once, the load relief flag is set. CSS Pitch 
can be regained by the “hot stick” method or pushing tne CSS pitch PBI. 
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Section 17: GRTLS Differences 

Objectives 

At the end of this section, the student will be able to state the reason that there are 

differences between the nominal entry DAP and GRTLS DAP. 

GRTLS Differences 

The differences between the nominal entry DAP and the GRTLS5 DAP are listed in 

figure 17-1, A significant number of the differences are gain reductions in GRTLS as 
compared to the normal entry. These gain reductions are made to account for the 

heavier return weight, different angie of attack versus Mach number profiles, and 
higher anticipated dynamic pressures. In the nitch axis, the elevators are active far 

yr a ee rrr —= 

control immediately, and the turn compensation still is ‘available only at the 
extended TAEM interface (r tan $i at Mach 3.2). Also, the SPBK schedule is wholly 
contained in guidance during GRILS, in GRTLS, the SPEK follows s guidante- 

computed algorithm to assist in pitch trim; the deflection algorithm probably will 

not change until after an abort has been fiown, 

_!
 

“i
 

' -_
 

TO WIA



e €55$ gain reductior on GTRE - gain scheduling elevator trim rate 

e GJET trim not active 

# &, active for control immediately 

* rtan term not active in phases: a recovery, N; hold, a transition 

(i.e., prior to TAEM) 

2 Gain reduction on GOAL - gain converting auto a CMD to pitcn rate error 

® Body bending filter coefficents applicable for payload return 

Yaw axis 

¢ Gain reduction on GRAY - gain used to convert Ny error to yaw error 

Acll axis 

® Gain reduction on GDA - gain used to convert rall rate error to preliminary 5, 
command, gain also made a function of angle attack 

SPBK 

® Commands scheduled in TAEM guidance 

Body flap 

_ Pie.. oe oe eal ds ind fame bn 3 aamimdine@ meuslaad entiien 
7 CIS VU LElatc SLrigeuuity ue Neary veo igi, vayiveau teucuril 
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Figure 17-1.-GRTLS FCS differences. 
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_ - OG. at 

ViUesuo;rs 

i. Why are there differences between nominal entry DAP and GRTLS DAP? 
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The main reason for differences between entry DAP and GRTLS DAP are gain 

reductions in GRTLS compared to nominal entry. Gain reductions are made to 
account for heavier return weight, different angle of attack versus Mach 
number profiles, and higher anticipated dynami< pressures. 
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AL 

ADI 

ADS 
ADTA 

AGL 
ALT 

AOA 

APU 
AUTO 

AUTO P 

AUTO R/Y 

BF 

BFS 

¢.9. 
CRT 

css 
CS§P 
CSSR/¥ 

DAP 
DIRECT 

DRAG ACTUAL 

DRAG REF 

DRPRIM 

EOW 
EI 

ENA 
ET 

FCS 

FLATTURN 

GALR 

GNC 
GPC 
GRITLS 

GSENBL 
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Appendix A: Acronyms 
and Abbreviations 

approach and landing 

attitude director indicator 
air data system 

air data transducer assembly 
above ground level 
alternate 

abort once around 
ayxillary power unit 
automatic control mode 

pitch axis in autamatic mode 
roll/yaw axes in automatic mode 

body flap 

backup flight system 

center of gravity 
cathode ray tube 
control stick steering 
pitch axis in control stick steering mode 

roll/yaw axes in control stick steernng mode 

digital autopilot 

direct position 
actual drag acceleration 
reference drag 
compensated yaw rate feedback term in yaw channel 

Edwards Airforce Base, CA 
entry interface 
enable 
external tank 

flight contral system 
landina/rallout discrete 

gainin roll channel 
guidance, Navigation, and contra! 
general purpose computer 
gliding return to launch site 
ground speed enabie 
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HAC 

NOM 

NV¥S 

OPS 

PASS 

PBI 

PCOR 
PRL 
psf 

PT| 

RCS 
RGA 
RHC 
RM 
ROLLOUT 
RPTA 

RTLS 

SEP 

SOP 
SPBK 

SPI 

SRB 
TAEM 

TAL 

WONG 

Wow 
WOWLGN 

TD101 24 

heading alignment cone 

inhibit 

hnson Space Center 

lift ta drag 
low gain 

major mode 
Mission Operations Directorate 

nominal 

nosewheel steering 

operations sequence 

primary avionics software system 

pushbutton indicator 
compensated roll rate feedback term in roll channel 
priority rate limiting 
pounds per square foot 
programmed test input 

reaction control system 

rate gyro assembly 
rotational hand controller 

redundancy management 

rollout discrete 
rudder pedal transducer assembly 
return to launch site 

separation 
subsystem operating program 
speedbrake 
surface position indicator 
solid rocket booster 

terminal area energy management 
transoteanic abort ianding 

weight an nose gear 
weight on wheels 
weight on wheels locked on 
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Nz, 

o.0.F 
rec 

Pb. 4b-'b 

Ps.QsrFs 

Pormd 

Pss 

Gemd 
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Appendix B: Symbols 

scaled lateral acceleration, gq 

wingspan, ft 

axial force coefficient 

rolling moment coefficient 

rolling moment coetfiaent due to sideslip angle 

rolling moment coefficient due to aileron 

normal force coefficient 

yawing moment coefficient 

yawing moment coefficient due to sideslip angle 

yewing moment coefficent due to aileron 

acceleration due to gravity, fisec2 

altitude, ft 

altitude rate, ft/sec 

lift to drag ratio 

lateral acceleration, g 

commanded nonnal acceleration, g 

difference between commanded and feedback normal acceleratians, g 

vehicle rotational rates, deq/sec {roll, pitch, yaw) 

vehicle body axis rotational rates, deg‘sec (roll, pitch, yaw) 

vehicle stability axis rotational rates, deg/sec (roll, pitch, yaw} 

commanded roll rate, deg/sec 

steady state roll rate, deg/sec 

commanded pitch rate, deg/sec 
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q dynamic pressure, psf 

range, nautical miles 

Terr difference between commanded and feedback yaw rates, deq/sec 

Reet reference bank angle, deg 

ss Steady state yaw rate, deg/sec 

V velocity, ft/sec 

VR relative velocity, ft/sec 

%,¥,2 principal axes 

Ay center of gravity offset in y axis, inches 

a angle of attack, deg 

Ocmd commanded angle of attack, deg 

fi sidesiip angle, deg 

B rate of change af sideslip angle, deq/sec 

fa aileron angle, deg 

Seri trim aileron angle, deg 

se elevator angle, deg 

8 pitch angle, deg 

b bank angle, deg 

Wow yehicle heading angular rate, deg/sec 
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 Space Shuttle Operational Level C Functional Subsystem Software 

Requirements; Guidance, Navigation, and Control; partC - Flight Control: 
Entry - GRTLS; STS 83-007. Rockwelllnternational, Shuttle Orbiter Division, 
January 30, 1983. 

Flight Procedures Handbook, Entry; JSC-11542. NASA-JSC, February 26, 1982.
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